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The event industry is navigating through the strongest wave of change of 
the past 10 years. Never before has this industry experienced this level 
of transformation in so many aspects of the event planning process. 
Attendees, suppliers and event planners have to deal with ‘new’ and 
‘different’ on many levels.

As a segue from last year’s report, we are again looking at the five major 
areas impacted by this change: 

 G TECHNOLOGY
 G EVENT MARKETING
 G VENUES
 G DESTINATIONS
 G EVENT DESIGN 

We are also looking at two new categories of trends: 

 G EVENT STYLING
 G DESTINATION MANAGEMENT COMPANIES 

(DMCS) 
The spend for these items represent a massive input for the industry and we 
feel times are mature enough to analyze developments on a yearly basis.

::  INTRODUCTION

10 EVENT 
TRENDS FOR 

2018
Julius Solaris
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MACRO TRENDS AFFECTING THE 
EVENT INDUSTRY. A FORECAST.

There are common themes you will find in the following categories of 
trends. We refer to these as macro trends. They are inherent to the 
economic, political, social and technological developments happening 
around us. Here are the most significant affecting the event industry:

 G Sexual Harassment. With the explosion worldwide of the #metoo 
movement and the very public charges against many celebrities, 
politicians and people of influence, it seems it is finally time for the event 
industry to reflect on sexual harassment. Many reports have popped up 
of events being at the ideal stage for harassment or violence to happen. 
As a result there is increased pressure to step up the measures to protect 
attendees against perpetrators. A more active role is required from event 
professionals to actively prevent such situations. 

 G Security. In line with last year and with even more prominence, terror 
threats are affecting events around the world. Regardless of the region 
your event operates in, there are more pressing security requirements. 
Recent events highlighted how areas of events affected include the 
perimeter outside of the event and, even more recently, aerial attacks.

 G Bear Market. It is quite evident, based on historical data, that the current 
US bull market is destined to end between 2018 and 2019. This is, in fact, 
the second longest boom market in history. The first signs of cooling are 
starting to show in RevPar and a drop is expected later in 2018.

 G Professional Change of Gear. Technology averse, compliant and 
traditional event professionals will exit the industry in 2018. As younger 
generations push for change in event design, use of technology and 
sustainability, associations, corporate event teams and agencies will 
eliminate the workforce not sold on change. 

 G DMOs, CVBs and DMCs Convergence. The battle to get a piece of event 
planners budgets is getting fiercer on the destination side. As DMOs and 
CVBs offer DMC like services to event professionals, there is increased 
pressure for differentiation and offer redesign. 

 G Association Refocus. Industry associations are under unprecedented 
pressure to deliver tangible value to their members. As memberships 
decline (some associations report drops of 50% in their member base 
over the past 10 years), there is an increased need to offer certification, 
hands-on practice, tangible business and development opportunities. 
More consolidation is expected over the year with associations joining 
forces to step up the member offering.

 G Sustainability. With many venues, destinations and events embracing 
a higher standard of sustainability, there is more awareness of how to 
enforce sustainable practices with more depth. Sustainability is a major 
theme present in many subsets of trends. One that will permeate 2018. 
There is no excuse for not offsetting, sourcing locally and minimizing the 
impact of events.
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10 Trends in 
EVENTTECH

Julius Solaris

The recent announcements by Apple to regulate templated 
apps in the app store has a strong and direct impact on event 
apps, one of the most popular technologies adopted by event 
planners. The combination of the rise of AI and facial recognition 
will dramatically change the eventtech marketplace over 2018, 
with more acquisitions, mergers and capital investment, but also 
companies shutting down. 

An interesting trend also to follow is how smaller players are 
getting together to offer more integrated services. While it is still 
to say whether such initiatives are just marketing stunts or real 
attempts to integrate niche services, keeping an eye on these 
initiatives is definitely key.

There is growing pressure on tech providers from the event 
planning community to create services that deliver. There is no 
more time for fluff, sales talk and overpromising. The market 
is now mature enough to know exactly where to spend money. 
Event professionals are growing tired of being taken advantage of 
and are not up anymore for marketing talk.

This is highly reflected in the type of services that are being 
adopted over the last year and that will be adopted over the next 
few months. Copycats, me-toos and low-value products have 
even lower chances of succeeding. Starting up an app company 
because of two or three clients is not a viable strategy. The 
products that will succeed have a strong value proposition, solve 
very pressing problems and rely on solid industry knowledge.
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10
FACE IS THE NEW TICKET

Powered by the recent announcement from Apple, introducing facial 
recognition to its latest device, facial recognition will make a strong 
entrance to the event industry in 2018. Whether part of a standalone 
app or deployed through an existing app infrastructure, facial 
recognition will impact guest management on several levels. 

:: CROWD MANAGEMENT
Crowd management seems to be the most obvious one, with check-in 
and registration being the immediate application of the technology. 
Facial recognition is a faster and more secure way to check attendees 
into events. Several industries (airline and theme parks) have 
introduced facial recognition successfully. We can only expect facial 
recognition to replace any other form of registration in the near future. 

:: SECURITY
Another interesting application of facial recognition is security. 
We anticipate more events using artificial intelligence and facial 
recognition to identify attendees who could pose threats to the security 
of the event. This is a practice already used by several events with 
reasonable accuracy and success rate. 

:: PHOTO TAGGING
The use of faces also opens up opportunities for creating custom 
experiences, serendipitous picture or surprise opportunities during the 
event. As event move towards a more visual presence on social media, 
there are interesting applications powered by facial recognition that 
event professionals should take advantage of. 

There are still limits in terms of the applications of facial recognition 
such as the inability to process very large crowds at check-in which are 
expected to be slashed down by 2019. As this technology delves into the 
heart of many challenging problems of modern events, it should be on 
the priority list of the modern event professional.

Zenus 
Churchix 
NEC Neoface

COMPANIES TO WATCH 
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9
AUGMENTED REALITY FOR 
SPONSORSHIP

Preview 
Lifeprint 
Candy Lab AR 

53% of event professionals are struggling with securing sponsorship 
for events. Online marketing has pushed the need for accountability, 
tangibility and return on every dollar of investment. Events are starting 
to feel the hit. Augmented Reality has lived another year of buzz in 
2017 with very little, or non-existent, application in the event industry. 
Snapchat and then Instagram are surely fuelling the filter revolution, 
but are there tools out there for event professionals that actually mean 
business?

:: CREATIVE SPONSORSHIPS
It seems we are finally seeing the first practical applications of AR into 
events with a strong push to inject creativity into sponsorships. Many 
companies are trying to animate static objects such as business cards or 
banners or brochures, make them live.

:: MEASURABILITY
What if traditional static placements could come to life, tell a story, offer 
more content and most of all add a layer of measurability to ‘thin air’? 
These efforts are especially valid in the experiential and leisure world 
but can reserve some interesting surprises in business events. If you 
take the trade show market, were the traditional booth has been there 
since the 1800s, we surely welcome an injection of novelty. 

:: SIMPLICITY
The gimmick alert is always around the corner though and it is very 
easy to end up in orchestrated technology messes that require apps to 
download, load the WiFi, or that simply nobody wants to use. Simplicity 
and integration are paramount in AR and the recent support by Apple 
seems to create a solid foundation for AR to gain speed in 2018.

COMPANIES TO WATCH 
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8
APP INTERPRETERS

Interprefy
Lineapp CAST
Interactio

Live translation through apps is a tool that has been around for a while 
but is quickly gaining speed. Times are mature enough and technology is 
reliable enough to offer a positive experience to attendees that saves big 
money for event professionals. 

:: REMOTE TRANSLATION
What if we didn’t need live translators on the show floor but instead 
connect them remotely and offer translation via an app to attendees? 
This is a quite disruptive proposition. 

:: SLASHED HARDWARE COSTS
This dramatically slashes the costs of having live translators at the event 
and does not require rental of expensive translation devices, headsets 
or translation cabins. You can immediately see the impact of such an 
approach. 

:: INFRASTRUCTURE
Yet, app-powered live translation does require a strong WiFi, a reliable 
live stream (to connect translators) and attendees to download yet 
another app. There are also questions when it comes to reliability and 
quality. The face-to-face knowledge of the speaker and presence on 
the show floor is somewhat necessary. The benefits seem to be strong 
though and we can see this technology eventually replacing event live 
translation on site for good, with smaller events leading the way and 
more complex events with higher requirements following along.

COMPANIES TO WATCH 
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https://interprefy.com/
https://www.lineapp.pro/products/cast
https://interactio.io/
http://www.nec.com/en/global/solutions/safety/face_recognition/NeoFaceWatch.html
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CLEVER FLOOR

Scanalytics
SmartMat
V-Count

Along the same lines as Augmented Reality, eventtech providers are 
finding smarter ways to create tangibility in the event industry. 

:: UNOBTRUSIVE TECH
Smart mats and physical objects that can be strategically placed onsite 
to add analytics and intelligence. You can immediately see the positives 
of having such an approach when you are trying to justify exposure to 
your exhibitors or sponsors. Where, in fact, beacons seem to have failed 
(at least so far) in creating a layer of analytics when it comes to footfall, 
impressions and time spent in sponsor areas, and where badge scanning 
does not deliver, due to the clumsiness of the process, smart mats 
constitute an interesting alternative.

:: STRATEGIC TRACKING
They can be strategically placed in areas that need a stronger 
measurement input and offer a non-intrusive, anonymous and reliable 
source of data to pass to your sponsors or prospective sponsors. 

:: ATTRACT SPONSORS FOR NEXT YEAR
Analytics gathered by this technology seem to offer a great entry to your 
sponsorship package for next year. Smart mats give a more reliable 
indication to sponsors purchasing assets of what they are getting 
in return, instead of the dreaded ‘great exposure’ and attendance 
guesstimates. You can be extremely precise with the number of people 
who stopped by a booth, entered a lounge or a sponsored area or even 
stood in front of a specific branded content.

COMPANIES TO WATCH 
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6
INFLUENCER MARKETING TECH

Snöball 
InfluencerDB 
Influencity

Influencer marketing is all around us. One of the most preferred 
marketing tactics for 2018 and definitely one that needs the most 
support from technology. While it is evident that using influential social 
media users for marketing purposes, the dynamics of how, are far from 
clear. The immediate problems an influencer marketing campaign will 
face will be in regards to recruitment and analysis of results. It is, in 
fact, very easy for three or four users to come together, like each other’s 
efforts on different social networks and call themselves influencers. At 
the same time, how do you justify your dollar investment with a handful 
of likes or retweets in return?

The trend for 2018 is geared towards two types of platforms: 

Those that help to categorize, analyze and source influencers in 
specific industries, so you can deploy them for your event marketing 
purposes. Identifying the leaders in a specific niche is not as obvious 
as you may think.

Those that help in creating assets to use your existing influencer 
network. What about tapping into those already registered to your 
event, or the speakers or the sponsors of your events?  After all, 
events are tools to get the most committed (hence influential) in 
one room to connect. The proposition here is quite ambitious. You 
could use your already acquired influential audience to direct your 
marketing and referral network, create custom landing pages or offer 
personalized discount codes.

COMPANIES TO WATCH 

::  EVENTTECH10 Event Trends for 2018
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FEEDBACK VIA CHATBOTS

Surveybot 
IBM Watson Conversation 
Survey Sparrow 

2017 has already started the shift towards Artificial Intelligence in mobile 
apps, with concierge apps being the real winners of eventtech in 2017. 
The level of interest towards chatbots remains strong but as the market 
matures, there are more specific applications that are gaining speed in 
the industry.

:: INSIGHTS
Among all, feedback collection seems to be one of the most interesting 
applications of AI when it comes to events. Traditionally nobody likes to 
fill in feedback forms at events. Feedback is also the most important 
elements of learning for an event professional. In order to gain feedback, 
it is important to keep things simple, quick and interesting. This is why 
long emails or dozens of screens hardly help. 

:: HONEST AND CONTINUOUS FEEDBACK
Chatbots offer an interesting feedback channel for events. They are 
continuous feedback channels, as in fact, they collect all the interactions 
at any stage of the event. They offer a safe environment for attendees 
to let go and really say what they think. It is much easier to be honest 
in a chat window than in front of a real person. AI-powered chats offer 
a colloquial way to gather information compared to multiple choice 
questions. 

:: NEW DATA SET
Chatbots also offer a marketing opportunity as they can connect with 
social profiles and be carried out via Facebook, offering a new set of data 
for marketers.

COMPANIES TO WATCH 

::  EVENTTECH

https://surveybot.io/
https://www.ibm.com/watson/services/conversation-2/
https://surveysparrow.com/
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4
WATCH TOGETHER

Oculus Venues
Rabbit
Watch2Gether 

Watching events unfolding with your friends has been a strong trend for 
a couple of years. This is especially strong with younger generations, 
spending hours watching video games and playing on platforms, such as 
Twitch.

:: SHARED EXPERIENCES
Larger social networks, like Youtube, seem to be joining in with 
dedicated features for those willing to watch videos together. The same 
element can be applied to events. As live 360-degree video (what many 
refer to as VR) remains the strongest way to connect remote audiences 
in 2018, the opportunities to attend an event together becomes a strong 
incentive for buying online only tickets. 

:: REVOLUTION
On the actual VR side, Facebook has announced a major Oculus Rift 
project that is geared specifically towards events and offers social, 
remote attendance to events such as concerts or music festivals. Social 
attendance is a paramount dynamic of leisure events, we often go to 
these types of events with our friends to share a common experience. 
What if some of us cannot be there? What if all of us cannot go? This 
is the beginning of a more structured remote attendance revolution 
that will change the event business forever and offer unprecedented 
opportunities to capitalize on online attendance. 

:: SOCIAL + REMOTE = POWER.

COMPANIES TO WATCH 

::  EVENTTECH

https://newsroom.fb.com/news/2017/10/oculus-announces-new-standalone-headset-venues-at-oculus-connect/
https://www.rabb.it/
https://www.watch2gether.com/?lang=en
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3
EVERYBODY IS A VIP

Ribyt
Mitingu 
Unbridled

Creating custom experiences is an eternal struggle for event 
professionals. How can you create an event that delivers on individual 
objectives for large crowds? Technology is indeed coming to the rescue. 

:: THE ERA OF PERSONALIZATION
More platforms are offering advanced segmentation that translates 
into more personalization, especially in terms of event marketing. 
Creating custom event landing pages, sections of your website 
and communications is, above all, incredibly relevant in the era of 
personalization. 

:: ATTENTION TO DETAILS
How can you take this concept a step forward and deploy customization 
also to transportation or notifications coming from apps or SMS? This 
is where things become interesting. We have all received the 10th 
email asking us to register when you already did. We have all received 
notifications for sessions we are not interested in. Personalization in 
tech means attention to details. In the same fashion, you have reserved 
seating with guest names, you should put the same attention into 
creating a personal digital experience.

:: TARGETED MESSAGING
This layer of personalization has to be intrinsic in all aspects of the 
event planning process. Whether it is standalone apps, or existing apps 
investing in customization, you should dedicate more attention to further 
target your message and services to the different audiences of your 
event, attendees, sponsors, suppliers, performers and yes, even your 
team.

COMPANIES TO WATCH 

::  EVENTTECH

https://ribyt.com/
http://www.mitingu.com/personalised-communications/
https://www.unbridled.com/solutions/
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2
INTELLIGENT RECHARGE

Brightbox
Incharged 
NetObjex 

We live in a smartphone battery crisis. You see the agitated faces 
of attendees around the world when they are approaching 5% of 
their battery and they have no power bank. In business and leisure 
environments alike, the symptoms of frustration from not having 
sufficient mobile phone juice are real. The struggle is real. 

:: HIDDEN CAMERAS
Hence why recharging stations are living a second life. After being 
overhyped in the beginning of the 2000s, they reinvented themselves, 
becoming incredible marketing and analytics machines. Some of them 
monitor visitor flows anonymously by means of hidden cameras. 

:: SOCIAL DATA
Some require you to log into Facebook, or your favorite social network, to 
use the service for free, immediately gaining important marketing data 
to be used by sponsors or by the event itself. 

:: REVENUE GENERATION
Going back to the sponsorship issues we highlighted earlier in this 
report, it is evident how these items can become easy sponsorship sells 
when custom branded and placed strategically onsite. Or they can be 
used as monitors for analytics purposes or as wayfinding devices.

COMPANIES TO WATCH 

::  EVENTTECH

https://brightboxcharge.com/
http://incharged.com/
http://www.netobjex.com/
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1
THE YEAR OF VOICE

2018 is the year of voice. As voice-powered tools, such as podcasts, are 
living a second life, voice activation seems to be the strongest entry 
point for technologically challenged audiences. We are getting used to 
interacting with Siri, Alexa, Cortana. 

:: SMARTER TECH
They are getting smarter and understand immediately what’s on our 
mind (or faster than before). As soon as voice protocols will be opened, 
all the existing app infrastructure in event technology will heavily rely 
on voice. Whether it is a regular mobile app or a chatbot, voice will be 
always a faster entry point to ask for information or provide feedback. 
Events are time sensitive. They require speed. Opening apps, finding the 
relevant screen, typing in a chat require minutes - minutes are a big deal 
in relation to events. 

:: CONVENIENCE
This is why app downloads seem to still be a challenge for event 
professionals. It takes time to download apps. I have limited time when 
I am attending an event. Apps have to be built to save time. They have to 
deliver timely and relevant information to attendees. 

:: A WEALTH OF INSPIRATION
Voice will change dramatically how apps are used and will also help 
to make tangible what is discussed during events. Thanks to voice 
recognition, in fact, the content discussed during events will finally 
become tangible and easily transcribed into proceedings. This opens 
up a new wealth of opportunities for planners willing to use the content 
discussed for marketing purposes.

? 
This is our big requirement for 2018. 
We need more tech companies offering 
audio integration, designed for events.

COMPANIES TO WATCH 

::  EVENTTECH



10 Trends in 
VENUES

Pádraic Gilligan

If it were possible to video the events industry over a five year 
period and then review the footage in time lapse it’d be much 
easier to spot emerging trends. In the venues sector, the 
evolution of trends is often glacially slow as venues are bricks 
and mortar constructions that cannot easily be altered without 
official planning permission from local authorities and bagfuls of 
cash to make it happen! 

Thus, from one year to another the advancement of trends can 
be slow. What was a vague murmur in 2016 might be a more 
consistent whisper in 2017. By 2018 it might be a distant voice 
that only becomes a real, discernable statement in 2019. That’s 
what we’re seeing as we look over the threshold into 2018. 
Lots of murmurs and whispers from previous years gathering 
momentum, some from earlier years again building to a 
crescendo and others becoming mainstream, the new normal.

As we head into 2018 we could have listed again many of 
the trends that featured in our 2017 report. However, we’ve 
shortlisted the 10 below from a much wider choir of voices that 
we’re hearing out there. We feel the trends below best represent 
the year to come.
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10
THE VENUE IS THE EVENT

In 1964 Marshall McLuhan famously declared the “medium is the 
message” meaning the means by which the message is communicated 
is integral and indispensable to the communication itself. The same 
concept now applies to venues (the medium) and events (the message) 
with the venue itself playing an increasingly crucial role in the 
communication and achievement of the event objective.
 

:: BUZZY VENUES
We see this with venues like The Hoxton in Shoreditch, London, the 
Ace Hotel in Portland, Oregon, and Citizen M in Amsterdam, where the 
lobby area is a continuous, unfolding live event comprised of locals and 
visitors, meeting, working, playing, connecting. 

The uninitiated often miss the fact that these properties are actually 
hotels with a restaurant, bar, sleeping rooms: they look, feel, act 
and behave like buzzy venues hosting incredibly exciting events. You 
can’t easily determine where the venue ends and the event starts or 
vice versa. At The Hoxton or Ace or Citizen M or other similarly styled 
properties, the venue is the event.
 
:: ECONOMIC IMPACT
When SXSW comes to town, the same thing happens to Austin, the Texan 
town that’s been hosting one of the world’s coolest conferences since 
1987. Austin becomes SXSW and SXSW becomes Austin in a symbiotic 
intimacy that renders it virtually impossible to move the event elsewhere. 
Imagine, in 2016, SWSW generated $325 million for the city coffers! How 
could the city afford to let it go?
 
:: COOL SPACES
Found:Re in Phoenix, Arizona – included in our 25 Venues and 
Event Destinations to Watch in 2018 – is a boutique venue 
that perfectly embodies the ‘venue is the event’ trend. Independently 
owned and run, Found:Re is, at once, a hotel, restaurant, bar, cool 
venue and working art gallery with the whole venue utilized to hang and 
display creative pieces by local artists.

::  VENUES

http://www.eventmanagerblog.com/destinations-venues-for-events/
http://www.eventmanagerblog.com/destinations-venues-for-events/
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9
PROFESSIONALISM OF SECTOR 
- VENUES BETTER THAN EVER AT 
MARCOM

Long gone are the days when you’d struggle to get a floor map from a 
venue or find a gallery of images to help you envision how the space 
might look. Not only will you now find a full venue archive, you’ll also 
find savvy marketers creatively positioning their venue to the events 
community.

Most in-person venue site inspections will take you physically around the 
various spaces but illustrate what can be achieved at each space with 
brilliant event photography and video available on-demand on a tablet. 
In most cases, this content is also on the website along with 360-degree 
video presentation. More than ever great venues have now moved way 
beyond feature flinging and know how to highlight client benefits.

:: VALUE PROPOSITION
The Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre has been winning 
awards for its marketing for many years now and it’s not difficult to see 
why. It was one of the first convention centers in the world to build out its 
value proposition around the quality of its food, differentiating itself from 
the competition not by physical dimensions but by tangible experience. 
Its recently updated website is a masterclass in digital marketing.

:: TOP CLASS WEBSITES
etc Venues in the UK also take venue marketing to new heights with 
an uncluttered landing page that manages to offer a booking engine, 
on-line concierge and calls to action all above the fold! Scroll down and 
you get access to news, special offers, social feeds and highly engaging 
infographic style content. 

:: SERIAL AWARD WINNERS
The Convention Centre Dublin (CCD) is the recipient of 
a staggering 35 awards since it opened in 2010. Interestingly, building 
reputation, profile and awareness by presenting the Convention Centre at 
award contests is a key element in the facility’s marketing strategy.

::  VENUES

http://www.klccconventioncentre.com/
https://www.etcvenues.co.uk
http://www.theccd.ie/
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8
SUSTAINABILITY, SUSTAINABILITY, 
SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability has been part and parcel of the events industry for some 
time now with many venues embracing the trend wholeheartedly 
and making sustainability the new way to roll in venue management. 
However, some venues have pushed the envelope even further, creating 
new standards for sustainability in the venues sector and becoming truly 
trend setting.

:: PIONEERS OF SUSTAINABILITY
Certified since 2015 under the APEX/ASTM Green Meetings for Venues, 
the Baltimore Convention Center was the first US venue to 
achieve these global standards. Its environmental policy is coded into its 
DNA and integral to its mission to educate staff, industry partners and 
clients on the importance of the reduction of one’s carbon footprint. BCC 
is a true pioneer in sustainability for large capacity venues and is leading 
this trend into 2018. 

:: ZERO WASTE TO LANDFILL
Croke Park is Europe’s 4th largest stadium with a match day 
capacity of over 83,000. At Croke Park, sustainability is both a trend and 
a way of life - 6 years ago, in 2012, it became the first stadium venue in 
Ireland or Britain to secure both ISO 14001 and ISO 20121 standards. 
Besides achieving 0% of stadium waste going to landfill, Croke Park 
proactively supports local community initiatives and strives continuously 
to increase the number of local people working at the stadium.

:: URBAN FARMING
The Palais des Congrès de Montreal is another stellar 
example of the sustainability trend in venue sector. Here the rooftop 
of the venue – located at the heart of Montreal’s urban centre – is an 
Urban Agriculture Lab that tests out new technologies in urban farming 
and gardening while hosting various colonies of bees and Canada’s first 
urban rooftop vineyard.

::  VENUES

http://www.bccenter.org/
https://crokepark.ie/
http://congresmtl.com/en/
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7
VENUES PART OF DESTINATION 
AESTHETIC

Large venues such as Convention Centres are usually constructed within 
a public/private partnership and thus have a civic remit over and above 
their commercial objectives. They become part of the fabric of the city 
in which they stand and contribute to the architectural aesthetic of that 
city. Architects, obviously, have a field day and get to build truly iconic 
structures that, on the inside, seamlessly host conferences and events 
and, on the outside, add something beautiful and extraordinary to the city 
in which they live. 

:: LANDMARK STRUCTURE
Take the Armadillo in Glasgow, for example. It’s an integral part of what’s 
now known as the Scottish Event Campus (SEC) and is one 
element in a trinity of buildings that constitute the SEC. Designed by 
starchitect Sir Norman Foster and opened in 1997, the Armadillo hosts 
academic conferences and public concerts and has been singularly 
responsible for injecting new life into Glasgow’s waterfront while also 
bringing a landmark structure to the city. 

:: MIXED USE
The recently opened Malaysia International Trade & Exhibition Centre 
(MITEC) is another case in point. It’s the anchor construction in 
a new, mixed-use city quarter called KL Metropolis where trade, 
commerce, residential and transport will eventually all converge. It’s 
also a highly versatile, visually stunning 45,000 square meter building 
that makes a statement about Malaysia and its ambition to be a hub for 
MICE in South East Asia.  

:: CONNECTING THE CITY 
The ICC Sydney reopened in late 2016 following a $1.5 billion 
investment, bringing new levels in technology, multi-purpose meeting 
space and contemporary design to one of the world’s great cities. This 
magnificent building connects to the city’s financial districts, creative and 
education hubs and stands testimony to the new breed of “convention 
centre” that compellingly connects the life and work of the city to the 
international community. 

::  VENUES

https://www.sec.co.uk/
http://mitec.com.my/
http://www.iccsydney.com.au/
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6
VENUES MOVE FROM VISITOR 
ATTRACTION TO BRAND HOME

With Disney as the undisputed outlier in this regard, brands have long 
since realized the commercial potential of turning their HQ premises 
into a venue and charging a fee to get in. Thus, Coca-Cola used its global 
reach to attract paying guests to a venue/visitor attraction/museum in 
Atlanta, building both revenue and reputation for the global behemoth. 
Stadiums soon followed suit, realizing there was money to be made from 
renting out the facilities for meetings and events on non-match days and 
organizing tours of the dressing rooms and the pitches. You invested in 
brand loyalty and, paradoxically, made money at the same time!

:: BRAND VISITOR ATTRACTION
Heineken in Holland started offering tours of its Amsterdam facility 
in the 1980s eventually consolidating arrangements in 1991 into the 
“Heineken Treat & Information Centre”. In 2007 the facility closed for 
a year, re-opening in 2008 as a fully immersive “brand home” offering 
visitors way more than a mere superficial tourist visit.

:: BRAND BUILDING EVENT STRATEGY
The Jameson Distillery, Bow St in Dublin underwent a similar 
transformation in 2016/2017, moving out of hosting tourism events 
to focus completely on being a brand home for its target audience. 
Overseas visitors can still take a tour of the old distillery but all of the 
events spaces used previously for tourist groups are now configured 
exclusively in support of brand-building activities aimed at a forensically 
defined target audience of 25 - 35-year-old males. 

:: BRAND STORY
The Guinness Storehouse, aka the Home of Guinness, is 
another visitor attraction-turned-brand-home with superlative meetings 
and events spaces. The signature event experience at the Home of 
Guinness is to hire the entire facility after hours and allow your party
of 2,000 to lose themselves within the 7 floor facility where retail space, 
dedicated event space, catering space and the ironically named Gravity 
Bar (like gravity you’re unavoidably drawn to it but unlike gravity it’s 
an upward movement as it’s on the 7th floor!) all combine to tell the 
Guinness story.

::  VENUES

https://www.heineken.com
https://www.jamesonwhiskey.com/ie/visit-us/jameson-distillery-bow-st
https://www.guinness-storehouse.com/en?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI7LaS7r601wIViCnTCh2r_g4LEAAYASAAEgIE7fD_BwE
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5
VENUES TARGET TOTAL 
CUSTOMER OWNERSHIP

These days businesses can compete successfully in marketplaces 
either by offering a limited but niche product or by owning the entire 
channel. Survival and prosperity come from being small, agile and 
nimble or by from being big, strong and solid. The middle ground is not 
really an option anymore. It’s is a battleground of anonymous mid-sized 
enterprises, it’s pistols-at-dawn and it’s very bloody! 

Successful venues today are offering a soup to nuts service to event 
planners, with the result that they often don’t need to look beyond their 
contact at the venue for anything at all. It’s venue as PCO, venue as 
production company or venue as caterer and it’s driven as much by client 
demands as by the need to increase revenues.
 

:: SOUP TO NUTS SERVICE
When you book an event at a Convene location in Boston, New York, 
Philadelphia or Washington DC, for example, you get the full nine yards 
including all possible catering, production and AV. On the Convene 
website you’ll also get the A - Z of running a successful meeting or 
event with a lot of expert input from the Convene leadership, like Ryan 
Simonetti or Jocelyn Kerr or Jenna Wollemann. Convene sets out to 
provide every possible aid to guarantee the best meeting and events 
outcome. It’s a true soup to nuts service. 

:: ALL INCLUSIVE APPROACH
The Principality of Monaco is well known for old money, high rollers and 
stupidly expensive yachts but it also has some world-class business 
events infrastructure. The Grimaldi Forum (named for the Monaco 
Royal Family) is an all-inclusive conference venue where total customer 
ownership is the order of the day. A highly professional dedicated events 
team is supplemented by an innovative  “Tech Watch” squad to ensure 
event planners are provided with all necessary support.

:: PALETTE OF SERVICES
Darmstadtium, near Frankfurt, Germany is an award winning 
venue with a compelling palette of services that includes: super-
fast, secure broadband (up to 10 GB/s), catering, multi-media routing 
(for brand placement, communication and navigation), bullet-proof 
green credentials, facilitation of contacts for speaker sourcing, social 
programme planning, accommodation, transport, event communication 
including press liaison, digital planning tool (to maximise space 
efficiencies), event staffing. That’s truly soup to nuts!

::  VENUES

https://convene.com/
https://www.darmstadtium.de/en/
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4
DEDICATED CONFERENCE CENTERS 
NOW MULTI-PURPOSE VENUES

In the past cities build convention centers specifically to attract out-of-town 
delegates and thus inject other people’s money into the local economy. This 
was all fine and dandy so long as there was a constant flow of conferences 
and events. But what if the external pipeline started to dry up and business 
flows reduced to a trickle? And what if no long-term legacy plan had been put 
in place? You ended up with the white elephant syndrome, the piece of useless 
beauty that nobody used and many cities that previously hosted Olympic 
Games or World Expos can point out far too many examples of such practice. 

:: CAMPUS STYLE
The trend these days is to cluster buildings together in a campus-
style configuration, mixing education and entertainment, learning and 
laughing, conferences and events. Individual venues, too, are tending to be 
multi-purpose. If there needs to be amphitheater-style seating then it’ll 
definitely be retractable; large spaces will be pillarless and divisible using 
truly sound-proof air-walls; kitchens and other event structures will be 
removable; everything will be on wheels and nothing will be nailed down. 
 
Valenciennes, a small town in North-East France, highlights this 
latest trend in convention center design. It built and inaugurated a multi-
purpose facility within a single super-fast 12-month cycle. Inspired by 
the lace-making traditions of the town, this 15,000 square metre facility 
opened earlier this year incorporating an old industrial site within a 
suspended metalwork canopy that now contains 4 distinct, modular venue 
spaces - a large hall, a huge church-like nave for exhibitions or concerts, a 
suite of small meeting rooms and a cluster of 3 amphitheaters.

:: MULTI-FUNCTIONAL EVENTS SPACES
Public Auditorium in Cleveland, Ohio is another case in point. 
Built almost 100 years ago as an 11,000 seater auditorium with an 
underground exhibition hall, Public Auditorium has been evolving over 
the decades into a magnificent multi-functional events space. Today the 
main auditorium (now 10,000 capacity) shares its stage with another 
smaller hall (3,000) and the former exhibition hall, originally containing 
40 supporting pillars, was completely re-purposed in 2010 as the 
Cleveland Convention Centre at a cost of $465m. 

:: SERVICE A WIDE SPECTRUM OF EVENTS
When you visit the website of multi-award winning Melbourne 
Convention & Exhibition Centre you can tell immediately 
how it’s a multi-purpose facility. The slider across the top variously 
shows a full-on scientific conference, an Adam Savage/Michael Stevens 
comedy gig, small meetings rooms, how to plan your visit (with car park 
details). Clearly, this is a facility servicing a wide spectrum from overseas 
conference delegates to local gig-goers to surrounding businesses.

::  VENUES

http://www.tourismevalenciennes.fr/
http://www.clevelandconventions.com/
http://mcec.com.au/
http://mcec.com.au/
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3
NOSE TO TAIL AND EVERYTHING 
IN BETWEEN

A strong trend in gastronomy these days is the ‘nose to tail’ approach, 
i.e. using the animal, the whole animal and nothing but the animal to 
create cool and unusual dishes and culinary experiences. The same has 
been happening in the world of venues with organizers now looking at 
the totality of the venue footprint and seeing all sorts of new real estate 
there that can be marketed and rented out for events.

It may seem obvious to rent out the outside areas, terraces and patios 
that interconnect with the main venue. But what about the parking lot? 
Or, better, what about the rooftop? Increasingly, these days, previously 
ignored spaces like the car park are included in the list of available 
spaces to rent, generating additional revenues for the venue and exciting 
new space for event organizers.
 

:: BLACK BOX SPACES
The Chelsea Football Club stadium at Stamford Bridge, 
London is a popular venue for corporate events with a plethora of 
events spaces available for rental. However, one of the most capacious 
and versatile is the concourse area on the ground floor of the West 
Stand. Now called “The Great Hall” this flexible black box space can take 
up to 1,000 guests. 

:: CREATIVE USE OF EVERY SPACE
Neukolln Arkaden is a pretty run of the mill shopping center 
in Berlin but its car park has notoriety as an uber-cool Berlin venue. 
Building its reputation initially as a secret rave venue, more recently 
it’s been adopted by the the people behind the Klunkerkranich Project 
who have added a garden, bar and rooftop chill-out space to its event 
portfolio. 

:: ROOFTOP VIEWS
Tabacco Dock in London, too, has successfully staged summer 
terrace parties on the roof of the venue’s car parking space taking 
advantage of great views and capacities for up to 450 participants. The 
look is decidedly Ibiza with white, sleek interiors and chilled out music. 

::  VENUES

http://events.chelseafc.com/
http://events.chelseafc.com/
http://www.neukoelln-arcaden.de/
http://tobaccodocklondon.com/
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2
VENUES - WEIRDER AND MORE 
WONDERFUL

Events prosper, live and reproduce on social media so the weirder and 
more wonderful the venue, the more shareable it is on social media 
and that brings profile, awareness and… FOMO! Crucially, it also brings 
stimulation, excitement and energy - three characteristics that all 
meeting organizers want to foster. On the one hand, we have the health 
and safety police insisting on ergonomic chairs, proper lighting and safe 
access while, on the other, marketers want weird, wonderful and ‘out 
there’.

There will always be a traditional cohort that insists on top-down 
meetings with PowerPoint decks and classroom style configurations. 
Horses for courses. However, more and more ‘traditional’ companies are 
now coloring outside of the lines and seeking out meeting locations that 
both delight and discombobulate attendees. After all, our creative juices 
are hardly going to flow in a beige world that’s sanitized and bland!

:: MULTI-SENSORY
The Danes are known for being a bit ‘out there’ and The Krane 
certainly testifies to that! This piece of industrial archaeology - a former 
coal crane - has been transformed into an “immersive, multi-sensory 
experience”. Variously, it’s a one-room- hotel for two eccentric people, a 
spa with full ocean immersion, a meeting facility for 20 delegates or, all 
spaces combined, the weirdest and most wonderful event venue you’ve 
never used! 

:: WEIRD WINS!
If industrial doesn’t float your boat, but you still like water then check out 
The Treehouse at the Lodge on Loch Goil in Scotland. Here the raw 
edginess of steel is replaced by the soft textures of wood but the trend’s 
the same: weird wins! The treehouse is perfect for small think tank 
sessions in a bucolic setting or, indeed, as a venue for intimate, romantic 
weddings for hopelessly devoted couples.

:: RURAL AND THEN SOME
La Pause, near Marrakech, Morocco is another perfect example of 
this weirder and more wonderful trend. La Pause is a hotel, restaurant 
and unique venue located in the middle of nowhere, surrounded only the 
primordial beauty and savage aridity of the Agafay Hills. It’s only 30 km 
from one of the world’s busiest, most intriguing cities yet nights there 
are in pitch desert darkness illuminated only by the moon, the stars and 
flickering candles. It’s romantic, inspiring, and deeply motivational.

::  VENUES

https://thekrane.dk/
http://thelodge-scotland.com/the-lodge/the-treehouse
http://www.lapause-marrakech.com/
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1
TR (TACTILE REASSURANCE) AS 
ANTIDOTE TO AR, AI, VR

Along with the entire events industry, venues continue to explore the 
potential of Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR) and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI). Event organizers have been increasingly incorporating 
these new and exciting technologies in their own event delivery and venue 
owners/managers are responding in kind, ensuring the necessary digital 
infrastructure is in place and starting to use these technologies within 
their own businesses, particularly for marketing and communications.
 
That said, there’s also the beginnings of the equal and opposite reaction: 
the ‘plus ca change, plus c’est la meme chose’ syndrome. The more 
technologically focused and orientated we become, the more we 
hunger and thirst for real human contact, for taste and touch, for tactile 
reassurance. It’s the swinging pendulum syndrome.
 
Is there a chance that TR might even eclipse AR, AI and VR in 2018?

:: UNPLUG
Paul Devoy, CEO of UK-based Investors in People, completely banned 
technology at meetings. Phones were forbidden, tablets were taboo and 
laptops were illegal. Net result was better workplace relationships and 
greater productivity as attendees actually listened respectfully to each 
other and engaged earnestly with the topic of the meeting.  

:: BACK TO THE WHITEBOARD
Online travel start-up, Luxtripper, is another workplace that has 
rolled back on technology preferring old school tactile reassurance. 
The team of 8 turns up for its weekly management meeting with A3 
whiteboards on which meeting notes and action points are recorded. The 
whiteboards are then displayed publically for all to see and weekly tasks 
are rubbed off when completed. It’s as far from augmented reality as 
Dublin is from Delhi but, in its anachronistic simplicity, it’s disruptive and 
it works.

:: OLFACTORY APPEAL
And what about the increasing use of dedicated scents across retail 
and hospitality establishments? We’ve all experienced those Massimo 
Dutti moments but hotel venues, too, have been fleshing out their brand 
proposition not just with technology but with good old fashioned olfactory 
appeal. You walk into the lobby of Le Meridien, for example, and you get 
that tactile reassurance immediately through the familiarity of the smell. 
That’d be Le Labo, the Grasse based parfumerie that’s been helping 
hotels and other venues win hearts and minds through noses!

::  VENUES

https://www.luxtripper.co.uk/
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We are not only event planners, we are event marketers. 
Whatever your official job description, every single person that 
is involved in creating an event has a vested interest in making it 
successful, and therefore has some part to play in the marketing 
strategy behind it.   

In event marketing and social media, 12-months is a long time. 
Since the last trends report, the landscape for event marketing 
has matured and become more sophisticated in many ways, with 
lots of exciting developments. 

Looking ahead, there are many new opportunities for event 
marketers on the horizon. Here are the top ten trends we expect 
to take notice of in 2018 and, most importantly, tricks to include 
in your own event marketing strategies rightaway.  
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10
COMBINED CAMPAIGNS RULE

Combining experiential marketing with a strong digital campaign to 
maximum marketing reach is becoming the norm for events. Nowadays, 
it isn’t enough just to run a powerful event or a great event marketing 
campaign, for maximum results the two need to work hand in hand. This 
doesn’t just relate to big budget events either, although of course, it helps! 
Grassroots and low budget experiments can pay off sometimes too. The 
key is creating digital content that is worth sharing, and finding what will 
appeal to your audience to maximize on social media sharing and reach. 
With social media and digital marketing, experiential activations can take 
on a whole new, huge dimension.

:: POP-UP EVENTS 
In 2018, time limited, temporary events will be a popular way to create a 
buzz and capture people’s interest. Instead of getting people to come along 
to your event at a specific venue it allows you to take the event to them, 
by locating the pop-up interaction in high footfall locations. Perhaps in 
keeping with the Snapchat revolution where content is only available for a 
finite amount of time, pop-up events offer a once in a lifetime opportunity 
to be a part of the moment before it disappears forever. And, of course, it 
fuels the need to capture that moment and share details on social media 
too, before it vanishes.

From simple ideas, such as “Probably the best poster in the 
World”, a huge poster by Carlsberg, that dispenses beer, through to big 
productions, such as the Samsung VR theme park, in France, 
pop-up activations can enable your imagination and creativity to run wild. 

:: PAY WITH A SHARE
Campaigns where your attendees ‘pay with a share’ in return for 
something is a great way to encourage more social shares and encourage 
others to come and check it out. It can be a great way to get attention 
in the lead up to your event, for example by offering a free resource, in 
return for a tweet or post, to ensure interest and maximum sharing. 
Opportunities within the event itself can also be a great tactic to increase 
activity and FOMO (fear of missing out) to those not present, particularly if 
event tickets are still available. 

:: EXPERIENCES OVER POSSESSIONS
For many, life experiences matter more than possessions, 
so many people would value and spend their money on attending a special 
and unique event, over making a tangible purchase. Attending a festival 
or special event with your friends is what makes you feel alive and in love 
with life. The marketing goal here is sharing all the ways your event is 
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https://www.theguardian.com/media/2015/apr/09/carlsberg-poster-free-beer-billboard
https://www.theguardian.com/media/2015/apr/09/carlsberg-poster-free-beer-billboard
http://www.beaworldfestival.com/beaworldfestival/france-20-days-of-exceptional-virtual-reality-experiences-with-samsung-life-changer-park/
https://www.forbes.com/forbes/welcome/?toURL=https://www.forbes.com/sites/ashleystahl/2016/11/15/how-millennials-spend-their-money-hint-experiences-trump-possessions/&refURL=&referrer=#7ef15c535cfb
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different and communicating the reasons why it is worth attending to 
your audience. Think about how you can capture their imagination and 
gain support from those looking to live life to the full. Many festivals 
and gigs are creating playlists on Spotify, Deezer and other music 
streaming services, not only to showcase their lineup of talent but also 
because the platform offers ways to promote their tickets to 
the fans of the artists performing. Using beacons, every performance 
you capture can be noted to create your own personal soundtrack after 
the event, as The Reeperbahn Festival does.    

Immersive productions such as this Gatsby immersive 
theatre experience make guests a part of the storytelling and 
takes you back in time. This phenomena is something we are likely 
to see more and more in 2018 and it ensures that everyone attending 
have plenty of tales to tell their friends, to maximize word of mouth 
notoriety. 

::  EVENT MARKETING AND SOCIAL MEDIA

https://support.spotify.com/us/using_spotify/features/concerts/
https://www.reeperbahnfestival.com/en/frontpage
http://www.theimmersiveensemble.com/the-great-gatsby/
http://www.theimmersiveensemble.com/the-great-gatsby/
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9
IT’S ALL ABOUT THE BRAND

Events are an important part of the marketing mix and a powerful way 
to cement brand recognition and loyalty. Research from the 
Harvard Business Review illustrates how important the 
perception of a brand is in terms of market positioning and pricing strategy. 
Google is looking for signals that identify a quality brand, to decipher who 
should display at the top of the search engine listings. Popular brands 
increasingly dominate online search results, and is it any coincidence that 
these brands are often investing most heavily in live events too. 

:: BRAND - THE ONLY FUTURE RANKING FACTOR
We might all agree that branding is critical, but how can you measure brand? 
How can we measure the impact that our events have on brand perception 
over both the short and long term? Google seems to look favorably on brands 
which have a lot of users searching, clicking and interacting with the brand. 
Events can encourage all of these behaviors to happen. 

:: USER EVENTS
Many big name brands have an active events program and produce annual 
user conferences to bring together many of their community. It can be a great 
marketing opportunity if you have supportive users who are eager to keep 
up with the latest developments and tricks to get more from the software or 
product. Offering free tickets to the event can also be a sales incentive for new 
customers. Salesforce, Amazon and Hubspot are just a few of the huge brands 
behind massive and successful annual events, attended by tens of thousands or, 
in the case of Dreamforce, hundreds of thousands of attendees, every year. 

:: PERSONALITIES BEHIND THE BRANDS
Instead of sterile, official and anonymous corporate social media 
accounts, personalities behind the brands are being encouraged by more 
organizations. Previously employees were being told to add disclaimers on 
their social media profiles to confirm that “these views are my own, and not 
those of my employer” however individual staff members are increasingly 
able to proclaim who they work for and to have an active presence on social 
media. Twitter accounts with the first name and company name (as seen 
with ASOS) are popping up more frequently, to keep some degree of 
anonymity for the individual, whilst representing the business name front 
and center for the brand. Creating encouragement and positive parameters 
and guidelines for your team is the way to make this company policy. 

Employees can have an opinion, be more outspoken, be more authentic, 
share behind the scenes stuff. Most of all, staff can give an honest and natural 
representation and show off the personalities behind the company. Not all 
organizations are being brave, but it can pay off as a strategy and your talent 
can be the best brand ambassadors and creatives you have. After all, people are 
more likely to take action or a purchase decision on the advice of someone they 
know and trust so widening that reach can only be a good thing.

::  EVENT MARKETING AND SOCIAL MEDIA

https://hbr.org/2015/06/a-better-way-to-map-brand-strategy
https://hbr.org/2015/06/a-better-way-to-map-brand-strategy
https://twitter.com/search?f=users&q=asos&src=typd&lang=en
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8
DARK SOCIAL, MICRO-
INFLUENCERS AND THE FREEDOM 
TO CREATE AUTHENTIC CONTENT

There is governance and legislation around working with influencers. 
By law it must be disclosed when it is an #ad or paid for placement, 
whether it is a social media post, YouTube video or blog post. It is not fair 
to mislead people and savvy audiences can sniff out and mistrust any 
sponsored content trying to flaunt the rules. If you can identify a genuine 
affinity between an influencer and your event, marketers shouldn’t be 
scared of sponsored content regulations. Social media is changing in line 
with this now and Facebook even has specific tools for 
branded content, which means that partners have to be tagged 
and gives them high-level performance insights too. 

:: MICRO-INFLUENCERS
Many events are having success working with multiple micro-
influencers. Instead of working with one celebrity name with hundreds 
of thousands of followers. It can be more cost-effective to work with 
a number of hyper-targeted influencers with thousands or tens of 
thousands of followers instead and this will be a trend we recognize for 
2018. The audiences of micro-influencers can be more focused on niche 
interests, meaning that the ratio and interaction can actually be greater 
and more effective, offering a scalable way to combine influence and 
authenticity. It can also suit event marketers who are looking to pay for 
the experience, instead of paying for the endorsement.   

The Hawaiian Tourist Board worked predominantly with micro-
influencers, including photographers and regular people from Hawaii 
for the #lethawaiihappen Instagram campaign. 65% of people 
who saw the campaign say they plan to visit the Hawaiian 
Islands in the next two years.
  
:: DARK SOCIAL
84% of social sharing happens via dark social - 
online conversations that are not trackable by marketers. This is driven 
by copying and pasting links to share via email, text message, chat and 
messenger apps, such as Whatsapp, Facebook Messenger, Line and 
WeChat. Micro-influencers can have a big impact across dark social. 
Although difficult to influence, encourage, control and monitor, dark 
social should definitely be front of mind. Universal Music Group and 
Team Sky are just two brands that have been working hard to better 
understand dark social traffic.    

:: DON’T BE PRESCRIPTIVE
The best strategy for working with any influencers is to ensure that they 
have the freedom to create authentic content. Although it is tempting to 
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https://www.facebook.com/facebookmedia/get-started/branded-content
https://www.facebook.com/facebookmedia/get-started/branded-content
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/lethawaiihappen/?hl=en
http://mediakix.com/2016/05/instagram-marketing-case-study-hawaii-tourism-campaign/#gs.vR67AeY
http://mediakix.com/2016/05/instagram-marketing-case-study-hawaii-tourism-campaign/#gs.vR67AeY
https://lbbonline.com/news/how-the-rise-of-dark-social-and-chat-apps-will-impact-marketers-in-2017/
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be prescriptive and dictate the messaging, imagery and output that 
you want influencers to use, this can be a turnoff for their followers 
looking for something more personal. Instead, be brave and work 
closely with influencers. Hear their ideas for what they think will 
resonate best with their audience and be willing to take a risk on what 
they suggest. This will then stay true to the blogger’s voice, without 
being filtered and losing the credibility of the influencer and your 
event brand. 

::  EVENT MARKETING AND SOCIAL MEDIA
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7
LIVING IMAGES AND PHOTO-
WORTHY MOMENTS

Images and video are still set to dominate marketing throughout 2018 
and this is important throughout the whole event life cycle, not just 
pre-event. For many organizations, visual content is the area they are 
looking to invest the most, second only to blogging. Events offer lots of 
opportunities for engaging and interesting imagery and the marketing 
of the event does not end when the doors open to your attendees. 
Investment into irresistible photo-worthy moments within your event, 
means maximum exposure online. 

:: MICROBLOGGING 
Some influencers, such as Katie Ellison, have amassed large 
followings on Instagram in particular, through microblogging. An image 
is shared with text, often a longer description than the few lines most 
Instagram posts publish. The posting frequency is regular, perhaps 
once or a few times a day. This can be an effective engagement strategy 
and works for some influencers better than a traditional blog format, 
allowing them to post within the platform their followers are extremely 
active on. Others use microblogging to push traffic through to their blog. 
Consider using microblogging for your own event marketing strategy and 
working with those influencers that are seeing success in your niche.

:: VISUAL CONTENT
Emojis and GIFs are already being used by many event marketers 
to bring their social media posts to life. Moving images are also replacing 
static photographs as marketers vye for more attention every way they 
can. Video clips, longer videos and vlogs continue to perform well across 
multiple platforms, with subtitles and imagery to make them accessible 
even with the volume off (the default playback on some platforms unless 
you select to enable the sound).
  
At events, instead of just seeing speeded up time lapse shots, we are 
also seeing ‘slow mo’ footage focusing on different elements of our 
events and guests having a good time. Green screen backdrops and 
tablet operated photo apps can both offer a photograph with a choice 
of different backgrounds, logos and hashtags automatically overlaid 
and easy social sharing and sharing with the attendee. Using facial 
recognition, your attendees can even be automatically tagged and 
notified of any photos they appear in from the event, to encourage them 
to save and share with their networks in a speedy and timely manner. 

:: AESTHETICS OF THE EVENT
The aesthetic of your event is more important than ever as you know that 
every interesting element and angle is likely to be shared. Event planners 
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are spending more on big props, nostalgic, quirky and awe-inspiring 
features. This could also explain the popularity of food trucks, which 
look good and are often well photographed. Life size cutouts and 
display boards with full-size head-to-toe photography of the stars of 
your event will also cause a stir. Or alternatively, why not investigate 
hiring a The National Self Portrait Gallery to guarantee 
lots of photo sharing and giggles.

The motivation to take part in some events can be the wow factor and 
awesome photo opportunities above all else. Color Run is one 
such example but adult ball pits and play areas and inflatable assault 
courses can have a similar motivation. It is easier to explain quickly 
with pictures and video why someone should attend your event, faster 
than you can paint a picture with words.
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6
FOCUS ON PAIN POINTS

Both pre-event marketing and the content on offer at the event needs 
to be strongly focused on the pain points of your audience and their 
struggles, to encourage maximum sign up. It isn’t about you, or what you 
think your audience might like, it’s about them. A good guideline for your 
marketing is to aim to think about how many people you have helped 
today. Informative content and advice can position your event favorably 
and make the ticket purchase an easy next step.

:: PITCHING CONTENT AT THE RIGHT LEVEL
A lot of thought should go into your conference session programming to 
ensure that it is appealing clearly to the right people and what they want 
to achieve. Sessions should be explained well in terms of who should or 
shouldn’t attend and simply labeling sessions with beginner, intermediate 
and advanced tags can be restrictive, insufficient and hold people back from 
attending. For example, a CEO may not want to attend an introductory level 
session and a junior team member might be put off attending an advanced 
session. Try using descriptors, such as “This is a participatory workshop 
session aimed at practitioners with two or more years experience. Expect to 
take away 10+ ideas you can incorporate right away.” 

:: STORYTELLING
A powerful way to create buy-in or share learning in a memorable way is 
to use storytelling and this will be a big trend for 2018. Stories can 
be woven into the pre-event marketing to use emotion to drive 
sales and your speakers at the event can be briefed to share real-life 
examples wherever possible too to increase learning and retention. 
Those discovering your event for the first time are often interested to 
learn more about the background history and sharing a story of this can 
hook people and be the trigger needed to purchase tickets there and 
then.

:: PERSONALIZED HELP AND SUPPORT AROUND THE EVENT
Mass marketing is unlikely to be a good strategy if your event niche 
is high level training and mentoring for C-suite executives. Exclusive 
invitation lists and selection criteria, personal action plans, and support 
from peers to reach their goals are more likely to be the unique selling 
points the target attendee will take notice of. Some event planners are 
having success using communication platforms, such as Slack, to build a 
community and support around their conference or event. This should be 
established at least 3 months before your event. If you think this might 
work for your project, there are more specific tips for event 
planners here. Think about the solution you can provide within your 
event and how you can guarantee your event promises come to fruition. 
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5
DRIP MARKETING

The public is immune to advertising and will tune out or bypass sales 
information that doesn’t immediately interest them. Selling switches people 
off, blasting out sales and marketing messages is not therefore an effective 
marketing strategy, we need to be more savvy for 2018. Gradual introductions 
and relationship building, without the hard sell, will yield higher overall 
conversions. There is no quick win situation. A good strategy is to draw people 
in and get them invested first, before any sales call to actions are revealed. 

:: DRIP MARKETING CAMPAIGNS
A way to engineer this acceptance and relationship building is to provide 
a sequence of ads, perhaps three adverts to be shown in a specified 
order, rather than just a single “buy/act now” message. A drip marketing 
campaign can create awareness and the three stages may be to introduce 
the event, explain why the viewer needs to attend the event, and finally to 
invite them to come to the website before hopefully a conversion is made. 

This approach has been seen on billboard campaigns but it can be more 
accurate and effective on social media. Facebook sponsored ads, in 
particular, gives the tools to show a sequence of ads or videos and track who 
has seen what, to serve up the right content to them, in the right order.

:: FACEBOOK 
Facebook is the social media behemoth that refuses to go away. Despite 
organic reach for business and pages being decimated unless you pay 
for ads, the platform has now surpassed two billion monthly users. The 
lines of business and pleasure are blurring, making it credible even 
for B2B events, however the events feature where people indicate if 
they are interested or attending can be particularly powerful for B2C 
events. When interest or confirmation of attendance at a Facebook 
event is given, it notifies others in their network, as well as adding to the 
attendees calendar and giving reminders closer to the event date.

Facebook Event Response Adverts allow you to target 
the people you want to come along, based on where they are, their age, 
gender or interests. If you are looking to set up a Facebook ad campaign 
for 2018, don’t boost posts as this strips away targeting. Instead, set up a 
campaign in your own right, with key conversion points.

:: GRASSROOTS
Tony Robbins uses clever grassroots marketing for his events. He sends 
out a scouting team a few months ahead of the events. They give free 
seminars to business groups, such as Chambers of Commerce and 
other business organizations. This cultivates interest within the group 
by addressing issues that business people are most interested in. They 
never mention Tony’s event directly but do mention Robbins’ “teachings”. 
This is a very interesting grassroots undertaking that starts well before 
tickets are even on sale. Would this approach work for your events too?
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4
SNAPCHAT AND INSTAGRAM 
DOMINATION

The Snapchat and Instagram battle continues, continuing to push a quick 
succession of big developments in features on both platforms which is exciting 
for users. This pace of innovation doesn’t look like it will subside in 2018, so 
event planners need to keep an eye in terms of the most recent updates that 
may be of interest in terms of event marketing. 

Snapchat still has a loyal fan base, however growth is stalling as Instagram 
and Facebook integrate many of the features which previously differentiated it, 
and their user bases have surged ahead. Here are some of the most exciting 
new features event marketers are likely to see success with and could start 
incorporating into their marketing campaigns.

:: INSTAGRAM
The newly launched “Go Live with a Friend” feature allows another person 
to join a live video from another location. You can discard guests and add new 
ones at any time and this is certain to be a popular feature for event planners 
and event goers alike. 

Instagram users can search for a location or hashtag, and see a Story 
compiled from posts from other users that include that location sticker, 
hashtag sticker, or hashtag in the caption. Location Stories from nearby 
places (but not Hashtag Stories) will also appear featured in the Explore tab.

Stories now allows photos and videos more than 24 hours old to be added 
as a flashback, automatically adding a timestamp. This could be handy for 
throwbacks to past event highlights and marketing reminders. 

Instagram Stories’ polling feature collects votes in real time and allows users 
to view the results. Instagram comment controls have just been improved 
for better moderation and quirky tricks such as superzoom can be used in 
interesting ways at events.

:: SNAPCHAT
Custom Stories makes it easier for groups of people to share their experience 
together and up to three custom Stories can be created at a time and shared 
with only relevant people. For your event, you could create a Custom Story and 
allow everyone in attendance to add their content to your timeline. 

Multi-snap allows you to easily record and share videos in one sequence, 
rather than building your story out of individual videos. The app will 
automatically record 10-second clips, for up to 60 seconds total. The snaps 
can then be posted in chronological order, sent individually, and unwanted 
clips deleted. 
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The controversial Snap Map can show Snapchat users locations and display 
it for their friends. What is worth event marketers taking note of though 
is the potential to browse posts from strangers who are sharing publicly 
around the globe. On the Snap Map snaps from that area can be viewed. 
The red on the heatmap shows areas of high activity and Snapchat are 
keen to highlight events, celebrations and breaking news. Stories show up 
at special locations and events and can be viewed by tapping the circular 
thumbnails.

Some other developments:

 G World lenses, where other virtual objects and effects can be added to 
the world around you. 

 G 3D Bitmoji avatars are now three-dimensional and animated and 
interact with their environment.

 G Creating custom geofilters is now possible via the Snapchat app, 
instead of just the desktop.

 G The Magic Eraser is handy as it lets you erase something, or 
someone, from a Snap.

 G Looping Videos create a GIF-like feature to loop Snaps. 

 G Attach a URL of your choice to your snap, such as a link to the event 
website, a flyer or post of your choice.  

 G Snapchat ART - if this feature develops to offer temporary AR art 
installations within your event, this could be an interesting tactic for 
future event marketing. 

:: TOO LITTLE TOO LATE?
Snapchat is completely redesigning its platform to make it easier to use 
and its algorithm in terms of the order and how content is displayed. 
But will this attract new users and the older generation? Or is it too late 
to capture them? Likewise will this repel the teens that are still loyal to 
Snapchat?
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3
MARKETING YOUR EVENT JUST 
GOT A WHOLE LOT HARDER

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) comes into effect on 25 
May 2018. If your company collects, stores, processes, transmits, or 
analyzes data from anyone in any EU country - pay attention. This 
forced legislation will, therefore, be a trend we cannot ignore for 2018. 
To comply, you must stop all marketing surveillance and tracking 
activities. No more intelligence on how people navigate your website, 
no more storing data on incomplete purchases or events attended. This 
will immediately decimate a lot of the marketing activity and data you 
probably take for granted. Penalties for non-compliance are huge. Yet, 
the event industry seems to be in denial. 

GDPR will completely change the face of event marketing. All of the 
intelligence and analytics that we are finally starting to appreciate and 
enjoy could be gone forever. Without it, we go back ten years, to a time 
before retargeting and remarketing and understanding our fans more 
intimately. Instead, we go back to the shop display type marketing 
and have to work much harder. We don’t know who will pass by, so we 
need to create something that will hopefully catch a second look from 
someone that passes by. 

:: DATA AND EMAIL MARKETING
If you have European contact details and email addresses in your 
database you must be able to prove how they are on the list and precisely 
how and what they opted in for. Instead of an opt-out culture, you need 
to prove a strong opt-in process. Start refreshing your existing contacts 
now to ensure they meet the new standards so you can continue to 
contact them after the deadline in 2018.

When you collect personal data you currently have to give people certain 
information, such as your identity and how you intend to use their 
information. Under the GDPR, you will need to explain your lawful basis 
for processing the data, your data retention periods and that individuals 
have a right to complain if they think there is a problem with the way you 
are handling their data. 

:: REGISTRATION FORMS
Consent should not be considered freely given if the data subject has 
no genuine or free choice. Silent consent, pre-ticked boxes or inactivity 
should not constitute consent. Consent has to be verifiable. It must also 
be separate from other terms and conditions, and you will need to have 
simple ways for people to withdraw consent. If someone requests for 
their data to be deleted, or a copy of the information you hold, is this 
something you can do promptly and easily? 
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:: COMPETITIONS AND CAMPAIGNS
The collection of data needs to be relevant for the purpose. This 
means if you have run a campaign or competition, or if someone has 
attended one of your events, you can only use the information for that 
purpose. Creating another purpose to use that information will need 
further consent from the data subject. This is bad news for marketing 
as a common practice has been to grow large databases using these 
methods. In terms of marketing databases these will need to be 
cleansed and reviewed to ensure your organization can identify if 
consent has been granted lawfully and fairly, whether it is being used 
for explicit and legitimate purposes, what data has been collected, 
and the accuracy of that information.
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2
MAXIMIZING LAST MINUTE 
REGISTRATIONS

People are booking last minute. FACT. One important strategy for your 
events in 2018 is maximizing last minute registrations. This is increasingly 
more important, as attendees leave booking right until the last minute, 
or their busy lives mean the event has only come to their attention late in 
the day. Whereas bookings used to close the day or the week before the 
event, ticket sales should now stay open throughout the event, and event 
technology gives us the the option to manage this more effectively. People 
are even known to book this tickets online from the queue, particularly if 
the website ticket offer is different from the “on the door” price.  

:: NO MORE EMPTY EVENT MARKETING SPEAK 
Event cliches have been overused to the point that they are not working at 
all in many cases. Make it your new year’s resolution to erase commonly 
heard phrases such as “last few tickets remaining” and “don’t miss out” 
from your marketing completely. Retargeting and personalized follow up 
will be more effective ways of securing ticket sales. 

Instead of the expected early bird booking rate, some event planners are 
using reverse psychology. By having standard tickets and a late booking 
ticket rate it can start to change people’s approach to leaving it to the last 
minute as no one wants to incur a perceived penalty rate. Others don’t set 
deadlines when the ticket prices will increase, instead they have a limited 
number of tickets available at each pricing bracket, the price of which 
increases as each block sells out. This can give a sense of urgency to 
people which can be communicated in your event messaging.

Perhaps a risky, or perhaps a genius event marketing strategy, would be 
to make all visitor tickets free to visitors. Although registration should 
still be requested to monitor demand and although the dropout rate on 
free tickets will be much higher than purchased tickets, it could be a good 
strategy for maximum footfall to keep exhibitors and sponsors happy.

:: SMS TEXT MESSAGE
Obviously there is nothing new about this technology, but what is 
perhaps new is the use of text messaging in business and corporate 
environments. Communication in this way was primarily a personal 
way of contacting people, and previously etiquette would have prevented 
professional contact by this method in the past. This is quickly changing 
though as it is a quick and convenient way of reaching people.  

The reason why we should take note of SMS messaging though is that 
98% of text messages are read and 90% are read within 
three minutes. Pretty amazing statistics when compared to other forms 
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of marketing. If you are running a public event, why not send a text 
message to everyone that bought tickets for day one, offering a half 
priced day ticket if they come back again the next day?

:: LAST MINUTE MARKETING TACTICS
If you are running an event that runs for more than one day, another 
good strategy to boost ticket sales for subsequent days could be to 
create video highlights which is edited and published quickly at the 
end of each day. This can be promoted, with clear messages that 
tickets are still available, to entice people to buy and come along on 
the remaining event days.
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1
PREMIUM TICKETING AND 
PRICING

Premium ticketing options and exclusive upgrades are becoming more 
common across all event types, not just music events, with attendees 
looking to elevate their experience even further. Event planners are 
getting creative with the different tiers of packages available to exploit 
VIP, upper-tier pricing and strategically create a limited supply, special 
product, with the scarcity of the package pushing up the level of demand. 
From a psychological point of view having top-tier pricing options makes 
the standard ticketing options seem more appealing to the masses, 
whilst having a top dollar option available to those willing to pay the 
premium. 

:: VIP CONFERENCE EXPERIENCE
Conferences are starting to offer different layers of tickets, with perks 
such as top seating, meet and greets, speedy check in, exclusive lounges, 
food and beverage upgrades and extra education settings.

Tony Robbins is offering package prices for ‘The Power of Success’ 
based on location of seat, much the way a concert or theater would price 
the best seats. The VIP ticket ensures the attendee will have a seat in 
rows 5-15, be able to enter through a VIP entrance, and have lunch with 
the speakers (not Robbins) for $895. The Platinum Package, priced at 
$1,795, guarantees a seat in the first four rows, gives the attendee access 
to the Express entrance, a ticket to the luncheon, a copy of Robbins’ book 
“Unshakeable,” and a photo.

:: FESTIVAL GLAMPING 
All the major festivals are offering VIP packages and many of these 
options completely sell out at UK festivals, in spite of the premium 
price tag. Glamping in teepees or a choice of accommodation options, 
dedicated parking close by, porters to help with bags, hot showers, luxury 
restrooms, exclusive DJ sets and late night bar are some of the perks 
being offered. Arrival by helicopter is an optional extra. 

At the Blue Dot Festival, in the UK, a Club Class wristband can 
be purchased, giving you access to hot showers, real flushing toilets and 
a pamper lounge, complete with make up stations, hair dryers and hair 
straighteners. You don’t get any upgrade to your accommodation but 
three days of access is £32.50 if purchased in advance ($43 USD).  

:: EXHIBITIONS
Premium pricing is also being used at exhibitions for those wanting fast 
track entry, VIP entrance, access to meet and greets, complimentary 
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refreshments, priority seating, access to seminars and VIP goodie bags.

Most of the Comic-Con events offer some sort of VIP package. 
Depending on the chosen package this can include the perks mentioned 
above, plus a collectible print; 10% discount on merchandise; and 
entrance into the Saturday night after-party event, concert premium 
seating; a souvenir badge and lanyard and a commemorative t-shirt.

What was once something only concert promoters did - charging for 
premium seats and access to the talent - has now become a popular 
trend among events everywhere with event planners capitalizing on 
selling the unique experience, at a premium price tag. 
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10 Trends in 
DESTINATIONS 

Julius Solaris and Pádraic Gilligan

Destinations, by virtue of their nature, will be buffeted by many 
breezes, many originating way outside the events industry. 
Destinations will be shaped massively by the external winds of 
geo-political realities but there’ll always be internal gusts of pure 
local character that make their mark too. In our 10 trends for 
destinations in 2018 you’ll find ample evidence of both. 
Surveying the universe of cities, regions and countries we’re 
seeing an extraordinary increase in purposeful destination 
marketing as cities and countries compete with each other for 
foreign direct investment, talent and overseas tourists. We’re also 
seeing an intense focus on Business Events, Congress Tourism, 
Meetings & Events, MICE (choose your term of choice) as the 
sector that brings destination visibility across the entire spectrum 
- business, leisure, education, cultural exchange. 

The events industry has never been as interesting to nations and 
cities as it is now - let’s enjoy this new found notoriety and use 
these 10 trends to dialogue meaningfully with destinations in 2018.
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10
RE-INVENTION

Some destinations are inevitably linked in our minds with certain 
concepts, sometimes prejudices. Changing that perception cannot be 
only a marketing stunt. It requires the effort of many players, from local 
authorities to small business owners. 
 

:: REPOSITIONING
Reinventing a destination is the toughest challenge, yet the most 
rewarding one. Many players are trying to reposition themselves with 
incredible efforts that rewrite the rules and the infrastructure, offering 
a completely new playground for event professionals willing to surprise 
attendees. 
 
:: RE-WRITING EXPECTATIONS
What’s more exciting than changing attendees behaviour by drawing 
them to a destination that blows everyone’s expectations away?
 
:: THE POWER OF CHANGE
Events change a behavior, a destination that is able to change will 
reinforce such a proposition.
 

JERUSALEM
ANAHEIM
PUERTO RICO
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9
SUSTAINABLE INTELLECTUAL 
CAPITAL 

When we talk about sustainability we immediately think the environment, 
ecology, being green. One of the core concepts of sustainability applied to 
events is sourcing 100% local and in season food. Some destinations are 
taking this concept a step forward by applying the same concept to the 
intellectual capital of every event. 
 

:: SOURCING LOCAL CONTENT
What if performer selection, speakers when it comes to conferences 
could be part of the offering of some destinations? Event professionals 
are always on the lookout for unique stories to tell at events, as well as 
saving some money on the travelling expenses of speakers. Sourcing 
local content is the trick to obtain both. 
 
:: INTELLECTUAL POTENTIAL
Some destinations are investing heavily in their intellectual potential. 
Involving scientists, academics but also local entrepreneurs in upcoming 
events in the destination. 
 
:: LOCAL PLAYERS
The role of DMOs is to offer connection and ties with local players, 
whether it is DMCS or venues, this trend is adding an extra layer which 
is very needed by event professionals. Making it happen for event 
professionals, giving that feeling that everything is possible when it gets 
to booking local talents and really offer a unique experience, beyond 
buzzwords and with a clear intent to give back to the community.
 
 

CAMBRIDGE 
AUSTIN
PALM BEACH
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8
FUTURE PROOF 

Technology is introducing the biggest changes in the way we plan 
events. With change, disruption is inevitable. As a result technology 
is consistently the most sought after and dreaded element of the 
event planning process. Attendees love it when used properly, event 
professionals hate it when it causes problems rather than offering 
solutions. 
 

:: FUTURE PROOF MEETINGS
Some destinations have taken technology seriously. They invested in 
resources that make event planners’ lives easier when it comes to 
offering tech proof, if not future proof, meetings. 
 
:: MODERN DEMANDS
Too many times event professionals have to fill the gaps of a poor 
infrastructure. Some venues have taken full charge of this burden. 
Offering incredibly fast WiFi, drones, self-driving cars. A technology 
friendly audience is in need of such a modern approach and there is 
only so much you can do as an event professional or that your venue can 
achieve. 
 
:: CUTTING EDGE LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE
There is a third element provided by the local infrastructure. It can start 
at the airport with facial recognition or end up in incredibly modern and 
connected smart hubs.
 
Future-proof destinations guarantee a forward-thinking vision that your 
attendees will embrace. Let the destination help deliver your vision of an 
innovative event.
 

DUBAI
HAMBURG
AMSTERDAM
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7
ADVANCED SUSTAINABILITY 
(STRONGER EFFORT) 

Sustainability comes in many forms and being environmentally friendly 
is one of them. With sustainability having been a priority for the event 
industry in the last 10 years we expect more from properties that market 
themselves as ‘green’. 

:: MINIMIZING IMPACT
Some destinations have embraced sustainability not only as their unique 
selling proposition but also as a way of life that goes beyond marketing. 
It’s very easy to say ‘we are green’ it is a different matter to involve a 
whole community in minimizing the impact of events. 

:: COMPLETE PHILOSOPHY
Those destinations taking sustainability and environmental 
consciousness seriously have invested extensive resources in long 
term commitments to be sustainable. They educate event and meeting 
planners about the benefits of being sustainable, they make choices - 
even the smallest ones - that are in line with such philosophy. 

:: LEADING BY EXAMPLE
Whether it is infrastructure or waste management - some destinations 
have decided to be leaders, to anticipate others by years, setting a new 
standard of what being sustainable means.

MONTREAL
THE HAGUE
MELBOURNE
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6
GET A ZIPCODE 

One of the major trends this year is the concept of creating immersive 
experiences. Combined with the worldwide bleisure trend, the need to 
add a layer of uniqueness to events is more resonant than ever. Picking 
a destination that can offer almost the whole city for an event is an 
powerful solution to offer immersion. 

:: SECOND-TIER DESTINATIONS
As a continued trend from last year, the current political climate of 
uncertainty is favorable for second-tier destinations to flourish. The mix 
of security, intimacy, and flexibility is appealing to event professionals 
all over the world who are tired with the usual choices. These are all 
elements that play a key role in creating immersive experiences that 
deliver on event objectives. 

:: INTIMATE OPPORTUNITIES
Only some destinations can offer such intimate opportunities to get 
attendees to explore and bond. You will have the feeling that the city 
is yours with local businesses incredibly involved in the delivery of the 
event. This is a major difference from large cities used to events, where 
attendees are more an annoyance than an opportunity. 

:: IMPROVING INFRASTRUCTURE 
Some of these cities traditionally let down by the lack of infrastructure 
are stepping up their game, offering well connected airports and 
logistics. 

ASPEN
SASKATOON
CALGARY
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5
RISE AND RISE OF 
NEIGHBOURHOODS

We don’t actually live in cities, we live in neighbourhoods and the sum 
of all these neighbourhoods is what makes the city in which we live 
unique, different…  itself! Destinations today are latching onto this 
zeitgeist and, more and more, are highlighting the feel and flavour of the 
neighbourhood as part of their destination marketing.

And, of course, the neighbourhood feel is what visitors are seeking 
out today as travel increasingly pivots around unexpected discovery, 
surprising encounters and authenticity. 

:: EDGY NEIGHBORHOODS 
Williamsburg, in the Brooklyn borough of New York City, was colonised 
by refugee creative types (and, dare we say it, Hipsters), escaping 
the high rents of Manhattan. The result today is a highly coherent 
neighbourhood vibe that visitors to the city want to channel. Nicknamed 
“Little Berlin” for its edgy art scene, independent hotels and great 
nightlife, Williamsburg provides a real ‘neighborhood’ experience and… 
increasingly higher rents! 

:: INDIE AND ALTERNATIVE
There’s a similar story with Shoreditch in London which, over the past 
20 years, has developed a powerfully attractive brand as the pulsating 
heart of disruption, creativity and innovation. Independent hotels like the 
Hoxton and Ace Hotel along with a gazillion co-working spaces ensure 
the feel is decidedly indie and alternative.

:: AUTHENTIC CHARM
Trastevere in Rome is considered by locals to be its most typical, 
authentic quarter or neighbourhood. Unlike Williamsburg and 
Shoreditch, however, there’s strictly no gentrification here. Cognoscenti 
now are venturing deeper into the neighbourhood beyond Santa Maria 
di Trastevere to the other side of Viale Trastevere where you’ll find 
cobblestoned laneways crammed with simple Osterie run by families 
who’ve been making their own fettucine for decades. 

::  DESTINATIONS
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4
DESTINATIONS GETTING 
SERIOUSLY SOCIAL

Destination Marketing Organizations (DMOs) were quick to see the 
potential in social media and moved swiftly from push to pull strategies, 
enhancing destination profile and reputation with truly golden user 
generated content (UGC). What better way to promulgate your destination 
story that marshalling thousands of enthusiastic fans broadcasting about 
you from the rooftops at little or no charge?

That was on the B2C side, however, and didn’t immediately cross-over to 
B2B, that is, the channels where destinations reach out to meeting and 
event professional. On the B2B side there was activity on social channels 
but much of it was tactical, unfocused and, frankly, poor.

:: TAKING DESTINATION MARKETING SERIOUSLY
2017, however, saw an improvement in social media marketing by 
destinations and more destinations committing professional resources 
to the channels. Prague, for example, host to the annual assembly of the 
International Conference & Convention Association (ICCA), launched a 
year long social media strategy aimed at highlighting its hosting of the 
event. With the hashtag #BridgetoPrague the destination encouraged 
ICCA member destinations all over the world to tweet pictures of iconic 
bridges along with the #hashtag.

:: SOCIAL TAKEOVER
When Slovenia was celebrating its 25 anniversary as an independent 
republic it turned its social media channels over to a 25 year old 
millennial who posted on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook about one of 
South East Europe’s prettiest destinations.

:: FAM TRIPS GET SOCIAL
Bratislava hired a social media influencer to “socialize” a summer fam 
(familiarization) trip to the destination and ended up “trending” on Twitter 
on the second day of the event. Using Instagram, SnapChat and Twitter, 
the influencer also leveraged the social accounts of all participants 
to truly amplify the messaging and to add another level of energetic 
engagement to the live event.

::  DESTINATIONS
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3
CO-OPETITION

Decades ago ICT brands realised the value of co-operating with the 
competition (co-opetition) and bore each other’s branding as a mark 
of super-strength – the ‘Intel Inside’ on HP computers is as good an 
example as you can get of this practice. 

For destinations it may not seem such an easy thing to do, given that 
one destination is usually selected at the expense of the other, so 
the outcomes are not necessarily win win. However, more and more 
destinations and venues are finding real value and ROI in the co-opetition 
approach, particularly when targeting large events or source markets. 
 

:: JOINT BIDS
That’s just what Barcelona and Vienna did to jointly win the 5-day, 5,000 
strong European Association of Nuclear Medicine 
(EANM) event. Pooling resources, they submitted a joint bid which 
sees the event rotating between the cities, and another additional city, 
until 2021. 

:: COMING TOGETHER AS REGIONS
Destinations, too, are coming together as regions to win big business 
from mega-markets like India and China. European Cities 
Marketing (ECM), the association of European destination 
marketing organizations, has already staged a number of multi-city 
roadshows in India, highlighting the exciting opportunities across the 
entire EU region for Indian MICE programmes. More interestingly still, 
ECM has also been providing practical training for its EU based members 
on how to deal with the Indian source market.

:: CONSORTIUMS
Now in hiatus mode, the Trailblazers initiative was a cluster of 
destinations all of whom had offices on 5th Avenue in New York. The 
members of this informal consortium included, at various stages, 
Canada, Ireland, Switzerland, Monaco, Denmark and Great Britain. 
Trailblazers targeted the North American agency community hosting 
a workshop and fam trip in turn in each member destination. It 
was a highly successful initiative that built great profile and lasting 
relationships for all members.
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https://www.europeancitiesmarketing.com/
https://www.europeancitiesmarketing.com/
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2
MORE THAN JUST DESTINATION 
MARKETING ORGANIZATIONS

Destination Marketing Organizations (DMOs) like Wonderful Copenhagen 
or Visit Anaheim or Meet in Ireland are responsible for creating demand 
for destinations amongst leisure and business sectors. 

Increasingly, however, they are realising that you cannot market that 
which you don’t control – marketing without substance is like wine 
without alcohol. It might initially look OK but there’s no impact or kick 
from it.
 
These days DMOs and getting more and more into destination 
development and management too (not in the DMC meaning of the word, 
it should be stressed) and, in this way, are better able to control the 
destination experience.

:: TOURISM AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Hamburg has a laser-like future focus in its approach to destination 
marketing and plays a seminal role in relation to destination development 
and management too. The core focus for Hamburg Convention Bureau 
(HCB) is to become the indispensable interface of tourism and business 
development and this can be see in how HCB mines business from a 
thriving network of local economic clusters.

:: B2B
Dubai is one of the world’s fastest growing cities that, in a relatively short 
time, has become a major global hub for events. Dubai’s development 
continues apace and Dubai Business Events, its DMO, is integral to 
this development and the management of it, ensuring a destination 
experience that brings true value for meetings, incentives, conferences 
and events.

:: PROACTIVE PARTNERSHIPS
An extended horizon that includes destination development and 
management necessitates greater levels of alignment and partnership 
with other public and private enterprises within the destination. 
That’s why clever destinations like Auckland, New Zealand are styling 
themselves as “knowledge hubs” and building proactive partnerships 
with economic development and research-related agencies. 

::  DESTINATIONS
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1
RESILIENCE MANAGEMENT

Risk mitigation and management continue to dominate eventprof 
discourse for 2018 and beyond. It’s true to say the events world has 
never before experienced such turbulence and upheaval. That said, 
have you ever seen an industry sector that has shown such pliability 
and resilience? The world of events is like those Roly-Poly kids’ toys 
that right themselves as soon as they’ve been pushed over. It’s the 
Chumbawamba song from the 1990s - “I get knocked down / but I get 
up again / You are never gonna keep me down” 

:: STRONGER IN TIMES OF TRAGEDY 
When a lone terrorist detonated a homemade bomb at the Ariana 
Grande concert in Manchester, killing 22 concert goers and injuring 
a further 500, it seemed like the destination would never recover. 
However, within 3 months the Manchester Arena re-opened 
with a capacity crowd to stage a benefit concert by ex Oasis frontman, 
Noel Gallagher and other Manchester related acts. That’s resilience.

:: LOCAL REASSURANCES
Following 3 attacks on Belgium’s capital in 2016 during which 32 
civilians were killed and a further 300 + injured, Brussels launched the 
“Call Brussels” campaign, an interactive online campaign that allowed 
potential visitors ask locals about safety in the city. At the same time 
the Belgian foreign minister addressed the World Economic Forum 
in Davos, highlighting how Belgium was not a terrorist haven. The 
destination stakeholders all rallied together. That’s resilience.

:: SOLIDARITY AND DEFIANCE
The global exhibition for meetings and events, IMEX, took place in 
Las Vegas one week after an horrific mass shooting during which over 
50 event attendees lost their lives. However, cancellations at IMEX were 
few and far between with many attendees more determined than ever 
to show up as a mark of solidarity and in defiance of the violence. That’s 
resilience.

::  DESTINATIONS

http://www.manchester-arena.com/
https://www.imexamerica.com/
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The underlying current that flows through almost all of the 
trends in event experience below is a further embracing of the 
human side of the event world. Recognizing that the people at 
events really are the event and that their issues and their internal 
world should be of paramount concern.  

Let’s dive into the trends in event experience we can expect to 
see in 2018.
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10
MOVING ON UP: MINDFULNESS, 
WELLNESS AND CSR (CORPORATE 
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY)

While these concepts have been around for quite some time, they 
are moving up into more prominent and consistent positions at our 
events. More intention in general, but more intention about wellness 
and mindfulness, in particular. We see this occurring in various areas 
(design, food, breaks, room set up, snacks, furniture, downtime, mental 
health discussions, mindful minutes, getting outside…) - but let’s start 
with food. 

:: BRAIN-FRIENDLY MINDFULNESS
Brain-friendly foods are getting more attention. First 
West Credit Union in BC, Canada has embraced wellness and 
mindfulness at their conferences. Over the last 3 years, mindfulness, 
wellness and food (especially in breaks) occupy honored positions in the 
scheduling of the conference. A mindful minute now starts each day. 
Brain-friendly break food energizes brains and bodies. Mental health 
seminars and discussions have become a regular component of the 
conference. The focus is on the delegates’ internal life to encourage 
them to engage fully during the conference. 

:: WELLNESS
Wouldn’t you like to get a quick massage after sitting for a couple of 
sessions?  Increasingly events are offering ‘zones’ and opportunities to 
create more engagement through play, wellness and tech. This might 
be a wellness lounge offering massage breaks; a play zone providing 
guided socializing and a blast of energy. Ideas such as these can help 
the delegates bring their best to the conference.  

:: CSR  
Corporate Social Responsibility is growing in power and viability. Often 
given more honor than action, CSR activities have frequently been 
‘tacked on’ to events and can fail to create an impact in the participants, 
so even if you participate you might never really see or feel the 
difference you are making.

Thankfully, that is changing! 

The Association Forum (of Chicago) annual diaper drive 
exploded previous records - 39,000 diapers collected in the last three 
years, but that includes 34,000 from this year alone! Allowing The 
Cradle, the adoption agency receiving the diapers, to completely wipe 
“diaper cost” from their expense report for the whole year! 
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https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/howto/guide/10-foods-boost-your-brainpower
http://www.firstwestcu.ca/about-us
http://www.firstwestcu.ca/about-us
http://associationforum.org/events/forumforward27/posteventhome
https://www.cradle.org/
https://www.cradle.org/
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Neuroscience teaches us that helping others helps us too. The 
assistance we give is, of course, massively important but we feel an 
even bigger jolt to our system when we help others. Sponsors will 
want to be associated with the emotional kick that high impact CSR 
provides. Participants once they feel it, will start to demand more. 
Organizations will see the value it provides - to the benefactors and to 
their delegates - which helps their own organization. It’s all win-win-
win-win… CSR is not main stage yet, but it’s closer.

::  EVENT EXPERIENCE
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9
RETHINKING DELIVERY

The way we deliver content is in flux.

:: LEARNING COACH
While we are unlikely to see the end of celebrity emcees or president of 
the association as emcee, there is a growing awareness that the emcee 
is perfectly positioned to guide the participants on their networking 
and learning journey. In this incarnation, the ‘learning coach’ or 
‘conference conductor’ ties presentations together, identifies the 
resonating concepts, focuses on wellness and mindfulness, reminds 
the audience of their power and works to create a hive mind. A learning 
coach entertains and educates but the feel is far from a standup comic 
who’s focused on their material and being funny and more like an 
entertaining, improvising facilitator whose focus is the audience. 

:: TALKING, TALKING AND MORE TALKING
Once honored as the ‘sage from the stage’ who downloads knowledge 
and content into the passive and receptive minds of the attendees, 
speakers are now urged to be the ‘facilitator on the floor’ leaning 
heavily on interaction and engagement. Hands-on group work, small 
group discussions, talking, talking and more talking is the new focus. 

:: PLAYFUL ENERGY
For decades, maybe forever, we’ve had to contend with the pervasive 
attitude that play is ‘silly fun.’ Worthless, or worse, distracting to important 
moments or discussions. Thankfully science is coming to the rescue. 
Because it turns out that play is a deeply fundamental and essential 
characteristic of healthy humans. “Nothing lights up your brain like play,” 
says Dr. Stuart Brown. So, if you want your brain and body operating 
at peak performance, play! When you are playing, you are learning, if you 
are human, that is. So pack play around learning objectives. 

One look at the Dreamforce website and you know you are in for a 
casual, playful and engaging event. I want to go to that conference after 
seeing (and feeling!) that playful energy. At the Playful Learning 
Conference, Manchester in 2017, the adult participants were 
asked to bring a stuffed animal and a twitter account for backchannel 
communication about abductions and randoms. Playful energy is 
spilling all over that conference.

Playfulness is becoming a brand. For good reason. Science tells us 
that if you play with someone and then share a further experience, that 
further experience will contain empathy. This is the ‘dark 
side’ of play. Because you will develop empathy whether you want it or not. 
It’s unconscious. It’s biology. That’s the power of play. It bonds you to those 
you play with, outside of your conscious control. (Suddenly, golf makes 
sense!) Clearly, ‘play driven empathy’ has implications for events. 
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http://www.nifplay.org/institute/about-us/
https://www.salesforce.com/dreamforce/
http://www.ede.is.ed.ac.uk/wordpress/playful-learning-conference-manchester-2017/
http://www.ede.is.ed.ac.uk/wordpress/playful-learning-conference-manchester-2017/
http://www.mcgill.ca/channels/news/secret-empathy-241112
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8
BLEISURE

A new travel category arises. When you consciously add-on leisure plans 
to your business trip, you create Bleisure. Going to Berlin for a sales 
call? Add a two-day hiking adventure to kick it up a notch. Now, you are 
a bleisurer. At events or conferences, adding in pre- or post- adventures 
or in-conference day trips provides extra incentives to attend. Recent 
surveys show that employees and employers are both seeing the value in 
bleisure as a work/life balance tool. Travelers already see the value: 49% 
of business travelers have extended their business 
trips to further enjoy a destination and 75% intend to 
do the same next year.  Those are some impressive stats for a 
category that has recently appeared.

:: BUCKET LIST ADVENTURING!
Holding your event in a bucket list destination can be a big incentive 
for people to make the trip. Selling the opportunities for bucket list 
adventuring is a perfect example of conference bleisure, with the 
organizers packaging enticing adventures to entice delegates. If they 
partake, there are benefits for them (they get the joy of, for example, a 
safari and the ease of just adding a package to a planned trip) and for 
the conference (these delegates arrive at the conference fired up by their 
recent adventure and bonded to the other bleisure delegates in deep and 
meaningful ways). Clearly, this is a trend that’s here to stay. 

:: NICHE BLEISURE
Some bleisure activities explore specific niches: The Inn at Virginia 
Tech and Skelton Conference Center, in Blacksburg, VA, offers “Hokie 
Experiences”: group dinners on the South End Zone of 
Virginia Tech’s Football Stadium, golf at Virginia Tech’s Pete 
Dye River Course, and cheering on the Hokies at a Virginia Tech Basketball 
Game.

:: END BEFORE THE WEEKEND 
When planning your conference dates plan to end before the weekend, to 
give maximum bleisure travel opportunities. Staying over for an extra night 
or two can drop the cost of the flight by almost 50%. Your attendees can be 
back before Monday so it doesn’t interfere with work, making it an easier 
choice. Attendees can tag a weekend of leisure and pleasure as an add-on 
to their business trip. Win-win all round.
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https://news.booking.com/8-travel-predictions-for-2017
https://news.booking.com/8-travel-predictions-for-2017
https://news.booking.com/8-travel-predictions-for-2017
https://news.booking.com/8-travel-predictions-for-2017
https://www.innatvirginiatech.com/blacksburg_hotel_deals/stay_play_area_activities
https://www.innatvirginiatech.com/blacksburg_hotel_deals/stay_play_area_activities
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7
UNDER ATTACK

We are in the uncomfortable position that we gather people together 
while gatherings are increasingly under attack. How many of you think 
about your personal safety (or the safety of loved ones) when going 
to events now? Most likely, a vast majority do. The event experience 
now has an added uncomfortable component: nervous delegates, 
worried families and concerned employers. Just how will this affect 
our event experience? More line-ups? Wary or distrustful interactions? 
Frustrated delegates? Or delegates angry that security isn’t taken 
more seriously even if it inconveniences them? But it’s not just terror 
attacks. Weather systems are also on the attack. From hurricanes to 
earthquakes to floods. And governments, too, have attacked events by 
limiting the people who can attend. How are we responding? How can 
we work harder to reassure our visitors and guests? 

:: PEER SECURITY AND CERTIFICATION
Uniformed police and security are more visible these days but there are 
now undercover police officers to blend in amongst the delegates. It’s 
called peer security. 

Another way we are responding is through safety certification. There 
is a push underway to create an “international meeting facility 
security standards certification.” This initiative started in response 
to the 2015 Paris attacks and there are growing calls for this trend to 
develop further. The Secure Venue Standard is composed 
of 12 elements, including customer security, health and safety, risk 
management, and event security. Expect to hear more about this 
and other security certifications in the coming years and how we can 
integrate measures within the footprint of the event.  

:: EXTREME WEATHER AND CONTRACTS
In terms of weather disasters, attention is being forced on contracts 
and cancellation clauses. The multiple hurricanes of 2017 taught 
us that we should invest our time and resources in understanding 
cancellation clauses and knowing these before the weather turns 
nasty. Events are just starting to feel the effects of extreme weather 
so it’s hard to know exactly how this will affect the event experience. 
Clearly, attendance can be affected and it might impact the ‘early bird’ 
registrant who might wait until closer to the event to book in case the 
weather turns ugly. 

:: TRAVEL BANS 
From another angle, events could be seen to be under attack from 
governments. For example, the possible travel bans and/or laptop bans 
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http://excellencesquared.com/secure-venue/
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coming out of the United States are making it more challenging to 
attend events in the US. It seems inevitable, doesn’t it, that this will 
lead to less international business travel, especially to countries 
with such bans? Would you travel to a business event without 
your preferred laptop, if that is your way to stay connected to the 
world and to all your data? Would you travel to an international 
conference if you knew that colleagues from a banned country 
wouldn’t be able to contribute to the hive mind? Troubling 
questions for our industry...

::  EVENT EXPERIENCE
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6
NEUROSCIENCE AT WORK

What an exciting time to be alive! We now know more about how humans 
work, how we learn best, how to best feed us for specific outcomes etc. 
than we ever have. And these discoveries are trickling into our events. 
Hooray! 

:: SOCIAL ANIMALS
How’s this for a fascinating study: we are social animals, so we 
respond differently once we know that others have 
chosen specific actions. It is more effective to post in a hotel 
washroom: “75% of the people who stay in this room choose to reuse their 
towels to save the environment” vs. “You can help save the environment by 
reusing your towels.” We are affected by knowing what other humans do 
because we take social cues from other humans. We need to speak this 
social language at events. 

:: SITTING IS THE NEW SMOKING
This awareness is seeping into the world. It’s essential for events to 
embrace this philosophy. Why? Because most events, meetings and 
conferences involve a tremendous amount of sitting for extended periods 
of time. If ‘the brain can only absorb what the butt can endure,’ then we 
need purposeful movement in our sessions. If your participants move 
around for 2 minutes every 20 minutes, you will find them more focused, 
more energized, more alive! Which is exactly what we want in our session 
participants.

:: OWNERSHIP: LEARNING’S SECRET INGREDIENT
Learning is best accomplished by actively engaging the learner and, 
further, having the learner say what she has learned out loud (i.e. talking 
or writing) in her own words. That ownership is the secret ingredient that 
locks in learning and strengthens retention and retrieval. We see this 
oozing into our events through increased emphasis on reflection, small 
discussions and actively contributing to the hive mind (see trend 2).
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https://www.psychologicalscience.org/observer/dont-throw-in-the-towel-use-social-influence-research
https://www.psychologicalscience.org/observer/dont-throw-in-the-towel-use-social-influence-research
https://www.psychologicalscience.org/observer/dont-throw-in-the-towel-use-social-influence-research
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5
SAFEGUARDING ATTENDEES

The public charges against many public figures and people of influence in 
the media and the momentum of the #metoo movement has thrown the 
spotlight on sexual harassment. Conferences and events can be a target 
environment for inappropriate behavior and a number of situations 
have emerged recently. The problem of harassment at conferences and 
events is worse than we thought. According to a recent report, 60% 
of respondents said that they had experienced harassment at scientific 
meetings in the last 24 months. Only 18% of those that had experienced it 
reported it at the time. And this isn’t just an issue for specific industries or 
only females either. As eventprofs, we need to be aware of this problem and 
how we can eliminate this issue and safeguard attendees at future events.

:: CODE OF CONDUCT
More and more event planners are proactively discouraging this type of 
behavior by creating policies outlining what is deemed as inappropriate 
behavior, channels to report any issues, how staff should deal with it and 
how it is enforced. Attendees need to know that they are valued and should 
expect to stay safe. Your code of conduct, should be communicated 
and visible and adapted specifically for each event.

:: LIMIT ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION
Excessive alcohol can play a factor in inappropriate behavior and some 
event planners are taking the decision to remove the staple free bar 
service from their events, or to regulate and manage it differently. This 
can be a drastic change to the event experience, particularly if this is an 
established annual event, changing their alcohol policy from what loyal 
attendees expect to be entitled to. 

Instead of allowing guests to go to the bar freely, some events are choosing 
to have servers distribute the drinks and control the flow. Others stipulate 
a drink limit per guest or voucher system. Whatever option you choose, it is 
important to keep an eye out to make sure that guests do not become too 
inebriated and to be vigilant about any inappropriate behavior.

::STAND TOGETHER
It should go without saying that you should be aware of who is attending 
your event. If someone has had a history of sexual harassment complaints 
against them or has been known to display inappropriate behavior, track 
this and ensure they are not allowed to come to your event. 

To tackle this more effectively, the event industry or specific sectors 
may benefit from coming together to report and share intelligence on 
any serious allegations raised against anyone attending your events. 
By doing this we are better safeguarding our guests to make sure they 
have a positive event experience, free from inappropriate behavior and 
harassment from serial offenders.
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http://www.eventmanagerblog.com/sexual-harassment
http://smartsconsulting.com/digital-products/open-secrets-and-missing-stairs-sexual-and-gender-based-harassment-at-scientific-meetings
http://geekfeminism.wikia.com/wiki/Conference_anti-harassment/Policy
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4
DFI (DEMAND FOR IMPACT)

Move over ROI, there is a new kid on the block. Here is a trend that 
counters the personalization shift that has been occurring for a decade. 
Instead of designing an event to maximize individual choice, here an 
event is designed to unify people under one banner, one goal. The focus 
is shifting to the importance of outcomes and the desire to make an 
impact, to make a difference. People want to be part of the solution, not 
just part of the conversation. Tangible takeaways are expected. Taken to 
extremes, this demand for impact is creating bold movements. 

:: MIDWIVES MARCH!
The Midwife’s March (first in Durban and then Prague and now Toronto) 
at the 31st ICM Triennial Congress 2017 is an external 
facing event that has goals: to build up support in the host city, to 
empower the delegates and to spread the mission of the organization. 
You can hear the movement that they are creating in the words they 
use in their marketing materials: “The world needs more midwives… 
and needs them now.” This is impact. This is using their conference 
to advertise, support and promote their external message and this 
movement. 

:: CAPS AGAINST POLIO
In Germany, CPO HANSER SERVICE’S CSR initiative1 ‘Caps 
against Polio’ ties into a larger movement “End Polio Now” where for 
every 500 plastic caps collected, a child will be vaccinated against polio. 
As a delegate at a conference, you now have the option of being part 
of this movement just by collecting and handing in your plastic caps. 
Imagine going home and saying to your loved ones: “I helped vaccinate a 
child against polio!” 

:: WORLD RECORDS
Events are using institutions, like the Guinness World Records, to set 
world records to raise awareness, create a spectacle and have fun. This 
type of impact captures imagination, creates energy and connection 
and lastly, in name at least, makes a world impact. Johnson & Johnson 
hosted a workshop that intended to break the Guinness World Record 
for the largest infant massage lesson. A somewhat more 
comical example comes from Surrey, Canada where the Largest 
Carrot Cake in the WORLD was baked, presented and devoured 
by hordes of people wanting to be part of the excitement.
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1 
initiated by the German Convention Bureau and the European Association of Event Centres

http://www.midwives2017.org/
http://www.cpo-hanser.com/en/about-cpo/corporatesocialresponsibility.html
https://www.jnj.com/caring-and-giving/johnsons-first-touch-infant-massage-event-a-guinness-world-records-victory
http://www.worldrecordacademy.com/food/largest_carrot_cake_Guildford_Town_Centre_breaks_Guinness_world_record_216346.html
http://www.worldrecordacademy.com/food/largest_carrot_cake_Guildford_Town_Centre_breaks_Guinness_world_record_216346.html
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3
SHARING WITH THE PUBLIC

Private conferences with public facing events (as we saw above) are 
increasing. In this incarnation, the public is invited in to share the 
value the event brings to the city, to the participants, to the world. This 
involvement of the public impacts engagement, education, marketing, 
PR etc. but it also impacts the experience of the delegate by affecting the 
emotional connection she has to the event, her chosen profession and, of 
course, those they assist. We get a jolt from helping others and this jolt 
will affect those involved and those around those involved (ie. colleagues, 
loved ones and other delegates).

:: BRAIN HEALTH FAIR
The American Academy of Neurology (Boston 2017) 
continues the extremely successful Brain Health Fair, which 
is free to the public. Speakers/specialists give sessions, seminars 
and consultation to the public. For example, the public can visit the 
“Ask a Neurologist Booth,” or walk through “an inflatable, interactive 
brain.” Safety is taught and bike helmets are given out. This leads to 
raised awareness of the field of study, giving back to the destination 
city, building brand awareness, knowledge and support and, ultimately, 
affecting those members of the public that participate.  

:: DOCTORS AND SCIENTIST SHARE
Similar to the above, more medical and scientific conferences are 
offering treatment, education, consultation etc. for the host city’s 
residents, because it’s such a good idea for all involved. Respiratory, 
Cardiac, Nephrology and others all have public outreach as part of their 
conferences but let’s look specifically at the American College of Chest 
Physicians. This association gives the maximum “participation 
points” for members who “participate in a community service event”. 

:: TRADE SHOW REACH
Here’s an outside the box example. At Transform USA 2017, 
Vincent Aydin, digital sales manager at Messe Muenchen, set up an 
open innovation platform to foster exchanges between exhibitors at 
different shows held at the same conference center. Imagine the benefits 
for the exhibitors. They can tap into an exhibitor grapevine that allows 
them to sell, buy and learn from other trade show exhibitors from other 
conferences! This type of concept extends the benefit and the reach of 
trade shows and brings outside benefits into the private trade show.

::  EVENT EXPERIENCE

https://www.aan.com/conferences/2017-annual-meeting/
https://www.aan.com/PressRoom/Home/PressRelease/1520
http://www.chestnet.org/Get-Involved/Membership/Participation-Points
http://www.chestnet.org/Get-Involved/Membership/Participation-Points
https://www.transformusa.com/
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2
HIVE MIND POWER

There are a couple issues mingling here. First, there is growing 
recognition that the power and experience of the people in the room 
need to be accessed and honored. With hive mind power, the stage and 
the audience share the power and prestige. “The power in the room are 
the people in the room”. 

:: CREATING THE HIVE MIND
This happens when group discussions surround important content 
points. Or where a reflective time for the audience to determine the 
most resonating points of the day is followed by individuals sharing 
those thoughts with the full group. Hive mind is created and accessed 
when these type of behaviors are found in your sessions. 

:: OUTSIDE HIVE MINDS
To give some extreme hive mind cases, at SACEOS Singapore 
2017 and at the BC Association of Broadcasters 
Conference in Osoyoos, Canada 2017, organizers brought 
in groups that represented outside hive minds to impact the hive mind 
of the participants at the conference. 

At SACEOS, (as the opening keynote!) students in Event Management, 
interns and young professionals were brought in to share their ideas 
of the future of the industry. Rather than having the experts tell these 
newcomers where their world is going, newcomers shared their 
perspectives with the experts!  For the broadcasters of BC, they 
brought in a panel of young radio listeners and quizzed them on the 
listener’s perspective. 

Both of these sessions were highly interactive and engaging. The room 
buzzed with excitement and ideas and both sessions received standing 
ovations. What was demonstrated to all involved was how the power in 
the room (the hive mind) is strengthened when outside perspectives, 
when all perspectives, are included.   

:: DISAGREEMENT AND DEBATE
Hive minds have room for disagreement and we are seeing this in our 
meetings, events and conferences. For example, eventprofs are making 
room for discomfort. Things are not as predictable (from a content 
perspective) in our meeting rooms. A great example of this permitted 
discomfort is debate. 

Debates are coming back. Different and conflicting points of view are 
being sought and presented. Ways of allowing very different opinions 
to be shared and discussed are being created. This is NEW. Let’s turn 
to IAPCO 2017 Dubai for a specific example. Not only did they debate 
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http://smf2017.miceapps.com/client/sites/page/353/550
http://smf2017.miceapps.com/client/sites/page/353/550
http://www.bcab.ca/conference/
http://www.bcab.ca/conference/
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on stage (the topic was “Collaborate or Compete”) but when the 
debaters were pulled out of the audience they were told to argue 
for the other side. Awesome! Then the audience, led by a skillful 
moderator, was randomly divided up and they had to argue for 
a specific perspective even if they didn’t hold it! The debate was 
extremely successful and created a ‘super-engaged audience’ and 
strengthened empathy muscles in all the participants as a side 
benefit to exploring the various opinions, perspectives and ideas that 
the hive mind contained.

::  EVENT EXPERIENCE
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1
CONFERENCES THAT CARE

Most of the trends identified delve into the delegates inner world. We 
are responsible for finding the specific, unique qualities that unify our 
delegates into tribes, think through what those tribes want in particular 
and find ways to offer them authentic versions of what they want. And 
what they want is for events to reflect their full self, their true self. In 
essence, events are being used to further our individual moral codes. 
You care about the environment, so does our event. You care about 
eradicating disease, so do we. You care about having more meaning in 
your life, we care so much that we help supply it for you. 

:: WELLNESS, CSR AND MEDICAL 
The growing importance of Wellness and CSR (Moving On Up - trend 
10) captures the essence of ‘conferences that care.’ As does Sharing 
with the Public (trend 3) where medical conferences consult, teach, 
diagnose and/or treat the host city population. These are conferences 
showing that they care by example.
 
:: THE LOCAL PERSPECTIVE
One of the driving concepts for conference programming can be to see 
challenges and opportunities from the local perspective. Sessions 
about solutions to such challenges (e.g. lack of clean water) lead by 
local entrepreneurs, can show what they are accomplishing and explore 
how people can assist. If, alongside the conference sessions, relevant 
trips can be organized into the local area, this allows attendees to 
witness first hand the local culture, the difficulties and the work being 
done to address it. 

Participants can even join up and work with the local community to 
make a difference - such as a community garden. This can make them 
feel connected, to the community and to each other, at a ridiculously 
deep level with new perspectives and understandings that they didn’t 
have before the conference (hive mind anyone?). This also changes 
them from tourists, from business travelers into… heroes. They will 
bring that hero energy back to their lives. To their interactions. To their 
relationships. 

If your group has been involved in a community project ensure that 
throughout the year there are periodic updates (and photos) on the 
initiative the participants helped create, locking them into a deeper, 
ongoing engagement with this community and each other. If never 
before, they will know what it means to go to a conference that changes 
the way they think and feel about the world and themselves. There is 
power in this concept! Events will want more of this power. Participants 
will demand more of this feeling and this specific hero energy. Because 
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it’s awesome. Because it’s addictive. That hero feeling makes us want 
to continue to make a difference in the world. This will be a virtuous 
circle supporting and encouraging more ‘Conferences that Care’ or, 
more likely, more elements of care and compassion at more events. 

:: HERO ENERGY
The poster child for Conferences that Care has to be the Keller 
Williams 2017 conference that ‘pivoted’ to provide relief for 
Hurricane Harvey victims. Keller Williams scrapped its conference 
and spent those 4 days redirecting 4,100 conference attendees into 
relief participants. Surprisingly, through creativity and being mindful 
of the conference objectives, the organizers still managed to pack 
considerable content around the relief efforts. They turned buses 
going to relief sites into moving classrooms where groups discussed 
ideas and content in unique and powerful ways. What we should take 
away from this is how deeply affecting this was to the participants 
and the amazing value that exists when you allow your team to bond 
by becoming heroes. Far more than that, they mention how they 
gained insight into themselves and grew as people. 

The management at Keller Williams saw this incredible value. 
It wasn’t just the impact the participants made on those they 
helped that was inspiring; it was the impact participants made on 
themselves. This energy, this hero energy, was electrifying and 
makes a difference to all involved, including the company itself. 
Think of the positive culture ramifications Keller Williams will reap 
from turning away from its planned conference and becoming the 
face of caring.

This is ROI from caring. This is culture growth through compassion. 
Conferences that Care will continue to sprout up because they work, 
they succeed, on so many levels. And because they connect us with 
our human-ness and with the humanity of others, which is something 
humans desperately want, need and love. 

Connecting us with our humanity is something that events (can) do 
exceptionally well.

https://kwrievents.kw.com/ehome/index.php?eventid=207273&
https://kwrievents.kw.com/ehome/index.php?eventid=207273&
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2018 continues to evolve in events with the focus being on the 
customization and branding of events while creating experiences 
that every attendee can relate to and feel connected with. Every 
element of the event, from the moment of inception, will tie into 
the story that you tell and the journey you bring the participants 
on. Having a thoughtful and mindful approach to every element 
of design and decor will help you to achieve the perfect event that 
guests will appreciate being a part of.

Unique, experience, and personalization will be some of the key 
buzzwords you hear surrounding how clients would like their 
event to be received by attendees. Being able to make each event 
feel like a one of a kind, memorable affair will set you and your 
company apart as a thought leader and set the bar for the future 
of the industry.

Many of the trends we are seeing are an evolution of previous 
styles. Taking a look at what has been done in the last few years 
and putting a fresh, new spin on it will assist with moving forward 
from the cyclical work that haunts the industry. Laser cut lace 
overlays on decor vs. traditional frilly lace or oversized, multi-hues 
bows in place of a chair tie are great examples of evolving design 
trends. These top event styling and decor trends to consider in 
2018 will help you stay ahead of the competition.
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10
STORYTELLING VS. THEMES

Think of how you want the attendees to feel from the time they receive 
their first invitation to the moment they walk out the door, smiling and 
thinking that was one of the best experiences of their lives.

:: THE UN-THEME
The top trending theme is the un-theme, as you’ll hear many an 
eventprof mention. No longer are we sticking to a hard and fast look like 
Fire & Ice, the current popular movie, or a specific decade, but we’re 
moving towards a feeling or an emotion associated with an event. 

:: CREATING CONNECTIONS
Finding ways to draw people in and be part of the event will help them 
feel a connection to the sentiment you are trying to convey. If someone 
is looking for an event to coincide with the current top movie you can ask 
pointed questions to see what it is about that particular move that speaks 
to them and pull those elements into the design loosely instead of a 
literal interpretation.

:: SUPERHEROES
Superheroes have been a top request, thanks to the popularity of box 
office hits such as Wonder Woman. But when speaking to many clients 
and digging deeper into the “why” they love the excitement and feeling 
of empowerment that these heroes evoke. Knowing these details and 
asking key questions to get to the root of the reason for the theme can 
help you to design an experience that will have them feeling as if they’ve 
just left the most exciting superhero movie when they walk out the door. 
You can then choose proper music, entertainment, décor and interactive 
elements to provide the sensational wow factor the client is wanting.

::  EVENT DECOR AND STYLING
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9
EVOLVING AND VARIOUS 
SEATING STYLES FOR OPTIMAL 
ENGAGEMENT

The layout of a room can make or break an event. Your guests need to 
flow through the areas in a way that makes sense and highlights key 
elements of design. Having various types of seating for people to interact 
in various ways will make every attendee comfortable and give them 
options on how they want to interact and engage.

:: COMFORT COMES FIRST
Soft seating and comfort is a top priority in rooms now to alleviate the 
distraction of uncomfortable settings and help attendees focus more 
on what is happening around them and in front of them. Numerous 
studies, like ones from Yale and the Smith Seating 
Arrangement, have shown that when people are comfortable they 
are more engaged and open to learning, ideas and sharing.

Some learning styles are still very focused on note taking and jotting 
down ideas, so newer seating options combine a collegiate style chair 
with the option of a flip-out hard surfacefor writing or laptops and are an 
effective and welcomed addition to events.

:: POWER UP
Power within the furniture and décor is no longer a trend, but a must-
have. Everyone is hyperconnected, so giving them an easy way to stay 
connected and powered up will also help keep them focused on what 
is happening in the room instead of searching for outlets or anxiously 
watching the power bar on their device.

:: CONVERSATION HUBS
Creating interesting hubs for idea sharing will help spur organic 
networking amongst attendees. Meals should have various sizes and 
shapes of tables so guests have the option of joining a large group or 
finding a smaller, more intimate group to dine with. No longer are the 
monstrous “super-rounds” that were up to 90” in diameter in fashion, as it 
doesn’t create a warm, welcoming environment. Tables that are too large 
prohibit open dialogue and attendees only truly network with those to their 
left or right. A smaller surface area between guests will help conversation 
flow and also be more budget friendly when adding table décor.

When creating your diagrams for these various seating arrangements 
you can use systems with VR capabilities to see in real time how the 
room will look, feel and flow. Cutting-edge technology can give virtual 
tours of the space to help your clients understand the dynamic you are 
aiming for and gain their buy-in without numerous site inspections or 
questions on “how will that look?” saving both time and budget.
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https://ctl.yale.edu/ClassroomSeatingArrangements
https://smithsystem.com/smithfiles/2014/08/06/seating-ergonomics-affect-learning/
https://smithsystem.com/smithfiles/2014/08/06/seating-ergonomics-affect-learning/
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8
STRUCTURED NETWORKING

Following on the theme of seating styles naturally leads into structured 
networking as part of the decor for your event. Many attendees across 
various generations have learned to network and communicate on 
devices and behind keyboards with ease, but lack the ability to connect 
in person and with natural ease, so structuring networking opportunities 
can help all of the guests be better connected to the live event. 

:: EVENT FLOW
Your seating arrangements, lounges and overall flow in the design will 
help to ease people into natural areas of conversation and engagement, 
which is a design element that must not be overlooked, regardless of the 
style of event.

Icebreakers in various formats are helping to better connect guests 
and bridge generational gaps. Giving someone the tools to connect 
with another guest helps them to come out of their shell and creates 
conversational points that they can expand upon.
Dedicated table or lounge hosts can help open up dialogue and also 
engage a larger portion of the guests and can help with the messaging 
for the brand if they’re prepped in advance and given expectations.

:: INCORPORATING PLAYFUL ELEMENTS
Games of various sorts are popular again as a version of team building. 
Whether individual games they can play in their seats or ones of the 
large, oversized variety, giving people something they can do together 
builds trust and relationships. Escape room concepts and team 
competitions are a healthy way to add a competitive flair to a corporate 
event and build interesting elements into event design.

:: BRINGING DIGITAL CONVERSATIONS INTO THE PHYSICAL EVENT
Additions to the space as basic as large photo screen areas can bring 
a group together, especially when live-streamed into the space. Don’t 
forget the social media walls that will post when attendees use the event 
hashtag – that gets people talking to each other and talking up your 
event.

Roundtable discussions are a top request by attendees looking for 
solutions and ideas to help solve their specific set of problems. People 
are coming to a live event to connect, so give them multiple opportunities 
to do so in various formats.
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7
HYPERCONNECTIVITY THROUGH 
SPONSORSHIP

Sponsorship is a key revenue generator to fund events, so keeping your 
sponsors happy and helping them to better connect with attendees will 
help get them on board. Our buzzword “custom” comes back into play, as 
not everyone or every company can fit into a one size fits all sponsorship 
package. Offering multiple levels to buy in at or an a la carte menù of 
items to build their own packages is a simple way to attract sponsors at 
all donor levels.

:: SPONSOR PLACEMENT WITHIN THE EVENT LAYOUT
To be truly cutting-edge consider new, interesting ways to involve 
your sponsors to be part of the event. No longer is a 10’x10’ booth 
where they can stand for 8 hours an investment-worthy option; create 
ways to weave them into the story of the event. Take into consideration 
how they can best interact with the group based on their service or 
product, as well as who within the group is a target client, so you can 
design a custom package for them that connects them directly with 
the audience, as opposed to just dropping logos around the room 
and in programs. If you can come up with a way to position them to 
form a stronger connection with the guests you’ll ensure loyalty from 
the sponsors and they’ll continue to support the event and program 
initiatives.

:: PAMPER ZONES
Pamper zones that offer various types of sampling from sponsors 
is a way for attendees to actually see and try the products while 
disconnecting from the stress and pressure of a sales pitch. 

:: SPONSOR POSITIONING
Companies that are positioning sponsors to be seen and shared are 
finding incredible success for their events and their sponsors. Veuve 
Clicquot goes beyond a logo’d ‘step and repeat’ by providing products 
and props that speak to their brand and audience so that every photo 
shows their bubbly beverage being enjoyed at events. This not only gives 
them exposure to the group on site, but to all of their online followers 
as well, creating an organic experience that makes their sponsorship a 
worthy investment. 
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http://eventmb.com/FutureEventSponsorship
http://eventmb.com/FutureEventSponsorship
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6
DIGITAL SWAG AND LUXURY 
GIFTING

In the coming year budgets for swag and giveaways will be increasing to 
accommodate more thoughtful items that attendees will keep and use 
for quite some time so branding can stay front and center. Long gone are 
the days of the throwaway pens and bags full of paper fliers, but digital 
and e-bags have taken their place. 

:: DIGITAL SWAG
The benefit to digital swag bags is not only from a sustainability 
angle, or the savings on space and labor to create physical bags, but the 
marketing and remarketing that can target each individual’s tastes and 
preference. There are entire websites dedicated to options for e-bags, so 
no matter what your goals are you can find a great fit digitally.

:: GIFTING LOUNGES
With these increased budgets we’re also seeing the reemergence of 
the gifting lounge, much like you’d see at the Oscars, but with gifts that 
speak to your specific audience. Guests can come through and custom 
select items for their favors and takeaways so you have the opportunity 
to connect directly with them and personalize the experience. Everything 
from sunglasses to makeup, custom fragrances and oils… any luxury 
product could be a crowd pleaser.

:: NOSTALGIA
More popular gifts and tchotchkes include ones related to tech products 
– various charging devices, cases and holders, speakers and more. 
Nostalgia is also in full swing in the year to come with miniature games 
and throwbacks to recognizable toys from childhood. It’s never going to 
change the fact that people like “things”, especially when free, so any 
addition or take away from the event is sure to be a hit!
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http://eventmb.com/FutureEventSponsorship
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5
DRAMATIC PATTERNS AND LUSH 
TEXTURES

For 2018 dramatic patterns, lush textures and gigantic balloons are 
where it is at.

:: BIG BLOSSOMS
2018 comes at us in a watercolor of oversized floral prints and 
gorgeous embellished sheers. Think of Monet and his Water Lilies with 
a hint of whimsy from Van Gogh. Large-scale floral prints in every color 
imaginable lead the way in 2018, whether on your tables or splashed 
across a wall or dance floor with gobos. You can’t go wrong with big 
blossoms.

:: TEXTURES
For textures in draping and tables look no further than the runways 
of Berta Bridal for inspiration on wildly embellished sheers and 
sparkling pearl accents. Layer, layer, layer your textures to create a 
one of kind look. When it comes to a sparkly accent more is more this 
year. Think it’s a little extra? Add 2 more. There is no such thing as too 
much glam when it comes to designing spaces and events. Coco Chanel 
knew to always remove one piece before leaving the house, but for your 
events 2018 wants you to add one more. Bonus points if you can find a 
way to include velvets or other rich-feeling textures into the mix!

:: BALLOONS ARE COOL
One of the leading texture trends is one many a planner swore would 
never be used again, but it’s latex… not that kind. The kind that pairs 
great with Mylar. Balloons are back! Don’t think of the balloon arches 
of 1989, but simply use Google “Balloon Art” to see an array of sizes, 
colors and textures of balloons being manipulated into gorgeous 
creations by top artists around the globe. Consider various sizes and 
shapes, 6’ gigantic balloons filled with glitter and confetti, orbs 
coated in a reflective metallized films, oversized letters spelling out 
your hashtag... all of these are a great addition for your next step and 
repeat or stage backdrop. These helium backdrops are a great way to 
showcase sponsors as well – you can print on them and create an entry 
or backdrop that’s interesting and Instaworthy.
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4
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF COLOR

While there are hundreds of sites to turn to when predicting color, 
there are a few ways to look ahead and forecast what will work for 
your event. It’s important to know the demographics of your guest 
when selecting colors, but you can never go wrong with the navy and 
nautical tones that are popular this coming year.

:: PRETTY IN PINK
The region in which you are holding your event will also play into 
the colors you select, as will the underlying theme of the event, 
but if you’re looking to be on trend for 2018 look no further than 
millennial pink, that perfect neutral blush-rose gold tone that goes 
with everything. It can be turned more masculine with the addition of 
taupes and champagnes thrown in the mix, or even a deep navy tone. 
It’s a great accent in stark white rooms to soften it up and keep it from 
appearing too cold. Going metallic on the rose gold side is sure to be a 
hit and will dress up your special accession.

:: POP OF COLOR
Another leading color this year is a multi-faceted red tone that can 
be more vibrant in certain lights or come off as muted in others. It’s a 
versatile pop of an exciting color that will draw the eye to wherever you 
place it in the room.

:: AUTUMN TONES
Following in the footsteps of Pantone’s Greenery you’ll see more 
yellows in the mix this Spring and Summer, ranging from bright and 
bold to soft and buttery. Autumn will bring you darker mustard tones 
after two seasons of bright colors that border on neon. The right 
yellow tone can become a neutral base for your event. Just don’t make 
your whole room yellow – it can fatigue the eye and cause discomfort 
and irritation to guests, even causing anger in some.
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3
COCKTAILS, MOCKTAILS AND 
BUBBLING LIBATIONS

The first cocktail trend we’re seeing is (gasp!) the absence of cocktails. 
While many fun loving event professionals swear they will never give up 
their libations, there is an undercurrent of healthy living that is bleeding 
into the beverage realm and giving us alternatives to the standard 
cocktail. Don’t overlook them when planning your next bar menu. 

:: MOCKTAILS
Non-alcoholic versions of signature cocktails will keep the teetotaler 
guests feeling connected and happy with a beverage other than water. 
Spritzers made with fresh juices and sparkling waters are a wonderful 
alternative, as well as tapping a watermelon (or other delicious fruit) 
with a spout and fresh pouring juice right from the source.

:: ROSÉS ROCK
For those that do imbibe, sparkling and still rosés are all the rage and 
will continue to be in the upcoming year. These aren’t the sweet white 
zinfandels that you’d get change for a $10 when you purchase, but a 
sophisticated, dry blend with the most popular being the sangiovese 
rose. Sparkling brut rosés are a great addition to your signature drink, 
or you just can add an interesting garnish and call it a day. They’re 
versatile and delicious!

:: MASTER MIXOLOGISTS AND TASTINGS
Craft cocktails and tastings from the purveyors are a way to tie 
in entertainment with your bar presentation. Many distilleries and 
vineyards will send master mixologists or reps to your event to give a 
hands-on experience to the guests and help debunk any myths that 
their products may carry. Gin doesn’t always taste like pine needles 
and chardonnay isn’t always buttery, so what better way to add an extra 
element and experience to the event than have the pros on hand to help 
work the crowd? This is also another great way to secure sponsorship 
by giving them direct access to talk up their products. 
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2
MORE THAN JUST A PRETTY PLATE

One of the most important aspects of an event is the food, both the 
style of service, the offerings and the presentation. Food brings people 
together. Many cultures equate feeding each other with love and caring, 
so this aspect must not be overlooked when planning your event. 

:: FOOD AS DECOR
Food should be fun. It should be interactive, interesting and unique. 
Deconstructing items to be rebuilt by guests is going to make another 
appearance in 2018, and walls of food are going to get bigger, more 
creative and more daring. Think you can’t hang pizza on a wall? Think 
again. Pretzel walls, donut walls, pizza walls…. your food is now 
serving a dual purpose as décor.

:: SHARE TABLE
A creative approach we’re seeing much more of by corporate 
powerhouses like Caesars Entertainment is the share table. Instead of 
centerpieces of floral or glass they’re making a table runner of meats 
and cheeses…. charcuterie as far as the eye can see.

Chefs are being pushed to step outside of their levels of comfort and 
put new spins on old classics as planners and designers work feverishly 
to come up with new presentation ideas. S’mores bars, grilled cheese 
wontons and other comfort foods will have a new look to them. Look 
to your restaurants for inspiration for your events. Places like Carson 
Kitchen in Las Vegas have mastered the comfort food reimagined game.

:: SERVING STRUCTURES
If you build it they will come. Creating an entire structure within the 
room to serve food is also something we can expect to see worked into 
our diagrams. Taking various sizes of bookshelves and structures that 
can form a room within a room gives you a space to pass food through 
and also a prep area inside that isn’t clearly visible to guests – they’ll 
just see rows and rows of tasty morsels. 

And just a reminder – it’s always fashionable and on trend to have 
reception style food be bite-sized. Avoid food needing utensils or 
something you have to bite into. Tiny one-bite snacks will never go 
out of style…. especially for those gorgeous galas where everyone is 
dressed to the nines and doesn’t want to have a food splash fiasco!
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1
SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS

Sustainability is not a trend, per se, but it deserves top recognition 
on this list. It’s here to stay and it has to be if we’re going to pass this 
planet on to future generations. We’ve touched on sustainable items in 
the aforementioned sections, but there are so many more ways to play 
your part. Your digital swag bags and food displays that are made from 
actual food are a great start, so even if you can only incorporate that 
much for now you are making an impact.

:: REPURPOSING
As leaders in the industry, it’s our responsibility to expect, and 
sometimes-even demand, that the companies we choose to work 
with have sustainable practices in place. Renting items is a way to 
contribute vs. buying pieces and subsequently throwing them out. 
Repurposing will be our trending green buzzword of the year. 

:: LIVING DECOR
Centerpieces and décor that is alive and can be planted after the 
event are a great give back and a trend we’ll see incorporated more into 
events - choose floral with roots or manicured hedges. It’s a great way 
to close a conference and have a feel good moment, as well as great PR 
platform. 

:: THOUGHTFUL EVENTS
Donating of food to various charities that have set up the framework 
to safely transport leftovers, or working with facilities to compost 
the excess, is a mindful way to approach the food aspect of events, 
which is one of the easiest (and largest!) waste-saving tips for your 
program. Minimize takeaway cartons and use crockery to reduce the 
environmental impact. 

Sustainability is not only a top trend, it’s the new norm, so if you haven’t 
already embraced it then lace up your Reebok’s with the Straps and 
Skip-It into 2018 with the rest of us.
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We have ridden the wave of volatility from 2017 into this 
upcoming year. A calm tide awaits us. But is it as smooth as it 
seems?

Here, we will explore what 2018 means for destination 
management companies (DMCs). The desire to stand out has 
never been stronger, the thirst for constant differentiation 
and a laissez-faire attitude of “less is more” boldly greeting 
destinations upon first meet. This year begs the question: How 
much customization is too much? And how do we continue to 
prove our ROI to meeting planners that prefer using DMCs?

Let us dive in head first. In reverse order from 10 to 1, we have 
the top trends with respect to DMCs working with meeting 
planners in 2018. 
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10
NO TO BORING BALLROOMS

As destination managers, we take pride in showing our city off through 
group events. There is nothing quite like the wonder in a guests’ 
eyes as they experience your destination for the first time. But what 
happens when the majority of their time is not spent experiencing 
the city firsthand; rather their time is spent within a hotel for a 
conference? It is the planner’s responsibility to pull the destination 
within the selected venue.

:: RECREATE THE DESTINATION’S NEIGHBORHOODS
While this has been done in ways since the beginning of the 
destination management industry, we are seeing an expansive boom 
in the actual recreation of the destination within venues. A popular 
example of this is seen when planners recreate the various boroughs 
or neighborhoods of their destination on a microscopic level within 
the venue. Say you walk into the 4,000 square foot Marriott Ballroom 
in the Chicago Marriott Downtown Magnificent Mile. Chicago has 
several major neighborhoods, but arguably the most well known 
are River North, the Gold Coast, Lincoln Park, and Lake View. 
The ballroom would then be separated into quadrants that were 
recreations of those four distinct neighborhoods, giving the attendees 
a real opportunity to experience the destination in the limited time that 
they are in town.

:: EMERGING TECH BOOSTS THE EXPERIENCE
One of the ways planners have succeeded in this recreation effort 
is by using emerging technologies to set the ambiance and tone 
immediately upon guest arrival. Video mapping the walls of a 
venue, for example, can open up an array of possibilities that were 
not possible just a couple years ago as costs have since come down. 
Capturing footage of your destination and mapping the walls with it 
allows for an all-encompassing experience within a venue. It also does 
not hurt that it is such a wow factor!

:: STAY LOCAL
Now, this is not to say that utilizing emerging technologies is the 
only way to go about bringing a destination within a venue. Sourcing 
local vendors and local foods is a great way to educate guests about 
your destination. For example, when a group visits Berlin for their 
meeting, it should be expected that they are treated to bockwurst, 
the Berlin-version of the classic German bratwurst. The authenticity 
that pours out of local eats, drinks and décor is something that is 
guaranteed to resonate with your guests, especially if it is a part of a 
recreation of the city. 
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9
HUMANIZING THE DESTINATION

We know that the events industry is changing and breaking out 
of typical event spaces, instead opting for non-traditional venues 
and locations. With that newfound non-traditionalism, there is an 
opportunity to take it a step further by taking the normal, everyday 
business event and softening it in order to create a more authentic 
connection between attendees and the event.

:: ALL BARK, NO BITE
Creating that connection could be done through something as simple as 
bringing puppies into an internal meeting. The thought itself is exciting, 
and it is actually a useful tactic to make an otherwise standard business 
meeting a memorable and positive experience for the group. Plus, by 
partnering with a local animal shelter in order to bring the puppies into 
the meeting, the group forms a deeper connection with the destination. 
In Austin, Texas, for example, a tech conference partnered with local 
shelter Austin Pets Alive! and brought in dogs and puppies that 
were up for adoption. While the group was a mix of non-local and local 
attendees, all of them felt bonded to the city. 

:: DIFFERENT WORKS
What about when the group is running an activity day throughout the 
destination? Interactive and unusual activities are becoming more 
prevalent than ever as groups are looking to push the boundaries and 
do more of the never been done. That is not to say that the activities 
need to be radicalized to show off the destination - but they should be 
designed to build a connection from the group to the city. Goat yoga, 
for example, gives guests a different kind of activity without being 
over-the-top. It is sure to be a memorable experience.

:: TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OPPORTUNITY
It is worth breaking the mold of traditional destination management by 
merging it with realness in order to create a connection that otherwise 
would be missed. Groups are more and more leaving the traditional 
meeting style in the past. They are moving towards adding unique and 
unforgettable components; or in some cases, removing anything that 
feels stiff. Powerpoint presentations are running on empty, and blank 
notepads laid throughout a classroom style ballroom are disappearing. 
Moving into their place are live visual notes done by an artist in the 
room. This focus on authenticity and connection will only continue to 
grow in the DMC industry as business becomes more approachable and 
less rigid.
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8
CHILDLIKE WONDER

Getting to know a destination does not have to be forced for clients or 
guests. Whether they are visiting for a conference or an incentive trip, 
guests are eager to learn about the city around them. A powerful and 
subtle way to get the destination’s message across is by funneling 
details of the destination into familiar activities for the guests.

 
:: PLAY THE GAME
Take the traditional family game of Jenga. It is now seen in giant 
size in bars and restaurants across the country, but it can also be 
transformed into a tool for a networking icebreaker. The blocks can 
act as vessels of information regarding the destination, with playful 
quips challenging guests to quickly dive into the city surrounding 
them. It provides destination education as well as a reflection of said 
destination, even when guests have yet to leave the venue.

:: YOUTHFUL TOURING
Another adventure DMCs have in their back pocket is the creative 
tours of the city that are rooted in childhood games. These kinds of 
tours have a sense of familiarity that encourage guests to join in; 
but unlike a stationary game, the tours allow guests to step foot in 
destination landmarks all the while playing a game they know from 
their youth. For example, a scavenger hunt across the city combines 
team building, familiarity, and education all in one. This kind of 
tour takes guests to the more vibrant areas of the destination and 
encourages them to hunt for the listed items independently, giving the 
guests the power to make the tour their own as well as providing a 
first-hand experience of the destination. 

:: CRAFTED NOSTALGIA
A citywide scavenger hunt is good for the right group - but what 
if your group appreciates taking things slowly and savoring the 
moment? Nostalgia and familiarity can still be used to your advantage 
through a tour experience by implementing playful games while at 
various tour stops. For instance, take the group on a “dine around” to 
experience the city through eats and drinks. Upon sitting down at the 
first stop, the guests can be greeted with a custom cocktail and then 
challenged to note the ingredients by choosing from an expansive list. 
This type of challenge gets guests into a lively spirit and ready to take 
on the destination.

Providing these custom, familiar experiences is a must for the DMC 
industry moving forward, and as the year moves on, these types of 
nostalgic activations will only continue to increase in popularity.
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7
HERE COME THE GIANTS

The first impressions of a space affects the perception of the rest 
of the event - especially when guests are non-local. The pressure 
to give the guests a memorable and accurate impression of 
the destination is always on; however, lately, there has been an 
interesting turn in what is expected. Rather than using multitudes 
of supplemental décor, DMCs are seeing a surge in oversized, giant 
statement pieces.

:: FESTIVAL SIZED ARTWORK
Austin City Limits, the 3-day music festival, for example, is well-
known for its oversized step-in frame that provides a photo 
opportunity for the hundreds of thousands of visitors to Austin. That 
frame has then been utilized at large-scale events with non-local 
attendees. Simply placing that giant frame in the space provides an 
automatic connection between the visitors and the destination in a 
big way. 

:: INTRICATE INSTALLATIONS
At Glastonbury Festival 2017 in the United Kingdom, the festival 
commissioned a fully immersive art installation in a part of the farm 
called The Wood. This installation, named The Gathering, depicts 
mirrored figures that appear to be part human; part animal. The art 
piece represented a symbiotic relationship between mankind and 
nature, and gave festival-goers the opportunity to reflect on their 
relationship with the environment. While these types of installations 
have been around festivals for years, the DMC industry is exploding 
with similar requests in order to soften the tone of a corporate event 
and of course, provide a social media worthy post.

:: OUTDOOR TO INDOOR
Another form in which this trend is coming to fruition is through the 
recreation of city murals. Custom installing large pieces of artwork 
for photo opportunities is more exciting to guests than the standard 
photo booth. Something to keep in mind is that the larger the 
destination city, the more room for interactive oversized art. There 
is more opportunity to pull inspiration, more ways to educate the 
attendees via art, and a larger platform with which to show off the 
destination.
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6
PERSONALIZATION FOR THE WIN

The theme of customization continues on with the boom of custom 
crafted activations that match the destination. The DMC industry 
has realized the importance of ensuring that guests feel they are 
experiencing something that has never been done before, especially 
considering they likely attend multiple events across the country, or 
even the world, every year. With that in mind, DMCs and their partners 
are working in totality to build pieces from scratch.

:: LITTLE IN SIZE, BIG IN IMPACT
Something small in stature but big in impact is a reusable and 
replenishable group of centerpieces that describe the destination. 
Sticking clings of local artwork onto thin cinderblocks filled 
with succulents makes for a centerpiece reminiscent of the guest 
destination, without them even needing to step outside their 
traditional hotel ballroom. 

:: MAJOR TRANSFORMATION
Or on a larger scale, transforming an ordinary building into a vintage 
soda shop. It is filled with the destination’s local beverages and local 
sweet treats, as well as in-character servers who maintain the feel 
of that certain era in the location. This type of custom activation is an 
interesting portrayal of the destination for the guest because it is a 
hyperbolic example of the uniqueness of a city. While exaggerated, it 
is an accurate depiction of the quirks within the destination and as a 
result, greatly benefits the DMC which executed it.

:: HAPPY HOLIDAYS
Another example of connecting the destination with the non-local 
guests through custom crafted activations is the idea of a “Boo-
Tique”. When a conference fell on Halloween, a DMC created a pop-up 
shop outside of the registration desk that fulfilled every Halloween 
costume desire. Some guests tried their hand at crafting their 
costume, while others chose from an assortment of wigs and hats. 
This type of pop-up worked because it was a reflection of the city in all 
of its wonder and weirdness. Any DMC should be focused on honing 
the relationship of the guest with the city while delivering all event-
related tasks.
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5
HELLO, HARD LINES

The days of rounded furniture and décor are behind us as mod 
minimalism takes over destination management. Clients are looking 
to transform venues into spaces that reflect the destination itself 
while incorporating a minimalist feel. Essentially, this trend means 
that the venue does not need to be overly saturated with traditional 
decor; subtlety speaks volumes.

:: MOVE OVER, BREAKOUT ROOMS
Light, airy, whitewashed brick and walls with greenery make more 
of a statement than an overly styled hotel ballroom or breakout room 
these days. 2017 saw a shift into non-traditional venues, and 2018 will 
see that venue selection narrow even more so into this minimalist 
realm. The quiet demeanor of this kind of venue shifts the focus to the 
content of the event; which lets guests truly appreciate why they are 
there in the first place.

:: WORK THE ANGLES
In addition to the airy venue selection, there is an influx of polygons 
within furniture and venues. Hexagons, octagons, and trapezoids are 
becoming the norm within venues and décor pieces alike. The existing 
furniture outside of ballrooms in the JW Marriott Austin is made up 
of hexagonal side tables, distinctly angled sofas, and rigid coffee 
tables. Lately, groups who come in for a conference often choose to 
utilize that existing furniture rather than bringing any in, because of 
how pleasing the style is in combination with their brand. However, 
this style of décor can present a challenge if not executed properly 
in conjunction with the destination’s unique style, so a DMC planner 
must be ready and able to combine those themes if asked.    

:: POWER TO THE PEOPLE
Though this minimalist style is preferred nowadays, attendees still 
want to have control when they walk into a venue. It is imperative 
to think about the placement of furniture and how it will be used by 
the attendees. In order to be the ideal DMC partner to a meeting 
planner you must ask the right questions. This way, you are not just 
an order taker. Instead, you are a partner. A partner that suggests 
the ideal rentals as well as the placement of the rentals. You are the 
partner that educates the meeting planner, and encourages them to 
make decisions that result in the best use for their attendees, while 
maximizing the client’s budget.
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4
WALK THIS WAY

When guests travel to an unfamiliar destination, they can feel 
like they are constantly walking in the dark. This is where good 
directional signage comes in. While signage has always been a staple 
of events, we are now seeing the impact that strategic directional 
signage has in an event.

:: GOING DIGITAL
Foam core signage has been a reliable resource for non-local guests 
to use as a directory at destination events for years. Now, though, 
the days of foam core signage are coming to an end, and in turn, 
are being replaced by digital directional signage. Going digital is 
an obvious step into the future, but it also helps reduce the carbon 
footprint of an event. Additionally, it allows the meeting planner and 
the DMC to make last-minute revisions if need be, without needing to 
worry about a print deadline. 

:: DIRECTORY STYLE
The best of digital signage is a large touchscreen column that allows 
attendees to find their destination themselves. It is reminiscent of an 
oversized tablet that guests can then navigate independently. This 
type of signage is a growing market now that attendees, more and 
more, are moving in the “help yourself” direction at conferences. 
Making directional signage into a self-help directory is the first 
major step in truly giving attendees the power they would like.

:: HUMAN INTERACTION STILL RULES
With that being said, the DMC knows the venue and the city streets 
inside and out. Even with the directional signage, the DMC should be 
a reliable resource to their client, the meeting planner, and act as an 
audible extension of that signage. The meeting planner should lean 
on the DMC to ask where the signage needs to be and if a human 
arrow is a necessary addition in order to ensure the best possible 
experience for the attendees. Even so, while we continue to make 
strides in the adaptation of technology within events, a DMC always 
needs to be prepared to utilize human knowledge of the area in case 
technology should fail. 
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3
REPURPOSE, REUSE, RECYCLE

Creating a unique environment and a custom experience for each and 
every client can be a challenging task, but take a moment to take a 
step back and evaluate the request you have received. Chances are, 
this request is influenced by a previous decade. Much like fashion, 
event and destination trends get recycled. We are just seeing that 
trend hit our industry harder than ever before.

:: RECYCLE THE TRENDS
This intense need to revisit past decades and incorporate threads of 
older times means DMCs need to transition their selling style to fit 
the market’s vintage desire. While this may produce challenges in 
inventory, it provides opportunities to purposefully tune each event to 
the needs of the meeting planner. DMCs always know what items can 
easily be repurposed in their destination to make what was once old 
new again.

:: SHOP LOCAL
The best way to repurpose vintage materials is to source them 
through local vendors. Small, local vintage vendors are being used 
more and more over the commercial nationwide giants because 
they have more time to carefully create a vision for the DMC and that 
DMC’s meeting planner. Local vendors have the ability to understand 
the importance that is placed on a DMC when a group is choosing 
to host its event in that destination. That is not to say that the big 
businesses are no longer needed; rather, the latest trends with 
intense customization make it more preferable to utilize local vendors.

:: KNOW THE HISTORY
Knowing and understanding the city’s history alone can generate 
different themes and ideas that can be used by corporate meeting 
planners. For example, in New Orleans, Louisiana, there are several 
themes that can be easily repurposed for corporate evening events: 
Laissez les bons temps rouler, which means “Let the good times roll;” 
the obvious Mardi Gras capabilities; as well as the term lagniappe, 
which references bringing a little something extra to the table - 
something all DMCs should be striving for when meetings are hosted 
in their respective destinations. These types of themes go hand-in-
hand with a destination meeting, and also increases the likelihood of 
using and supporting local vendors.

It is these local vendors and themes that will be continuously growing 
throughout the year. This makes groups understand and connect with 
their destination better than ever before.
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2
STRATEGIZING THE BUSINESS

The business of DMCs is a dynamic and fluid environment, as DMCs 
must be flexible to keep up with the changes of their destination. 
Austin, Texas, for example, was named the most changed 
American city over the last 10 years, meaning its DMCs were 
forced to keep up with, or ideally stay ahead of, the changes. 

:: KEEP CUSTOM
With respect to selling a destination, if a DMC is using a software 
program to generate a “custom” proposal, the current buyers 
will see through that immediately. Clients that want an authentic 
experience are not wanting commonly sold packages. Sure, the 
constant customization does mean more internal costs and time 
because it requires a deeper sales staff with the right people skills. 
But if a DMC wants to win that big business, it needs to put the time 
and effort into a truly customized proposal.

:: BECOME THE BRAND
When an Austin DMC was bidding on a program for a notable alcohol 
brand, they knew they could not use a standard proposal format 
highlighting their brand. Instead, they custom created a proposal that 
exactly matched the alcohol company’s brand. By placing the focus 
solely on the alcohol brand and company culture, the DMC was able to 
win the business because they displayed a deep understanding of that 
company.

:: PRICING REVISITED
Keeping that idea in mind, DMCs are making strides to rethink their 
pricing strategies because the current climate of pricing has not 
been adjusted to fit the newer requests. Custom creating everything 
down to the proposal means higher internal costs, which in turn, 
drives a different pricing strategy. This allows DMCs to continue 
to partner with the right clients. DMCs are event partners in their 
destination, not order takers, which means there are times that 
prospective clients need to expect to be invoiced for a proposal, 
especially a rushed one.

The power of a custom sell gives the DMC the opportunity to prove 
itself as a top-tier local experience designer, and its destination as a 
top-tier experience.
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1
PLANT-BASED TAKEOVER

Numbered are the days of high caloric foods dressing the tables. In 
their place are healthier options, with allergens labeled, that are both 
cost-effective and tasty. So why this change? And why now? Well, in 
this age of information, people are not only more educated and aware 
of what they consume, but more concerned about potential long-term 
health effects.

:: EXPONENTIAL GROWTH
As health and wellness move to the forefront of people’s minds, 
their diets are changing. People are focusing on ensuring they make 
healthy choices when it comes to food. In so doing, the vegetarian 
diet is becoming increasingly popular in Western countries, especially 
given the rise of autoimmune diseases. With those two major 
changes, DMCs and catering companies must incorporate more 
vegetarian options more regularly.

:: CHANGE THE MENU
Destinations have been adjusting accordingly but at a slow rate. The 
largest change that DMCs are set to feel in 2018 is the expectation 
to have multitudes of healthy vegetarian options using fresh, 
unprocessed food. These options must be offered at the same rate 
as non-vegetarian options, including sides and desserts. Cities like 
Memphis, Tennessee, for example, are so focused on barbecue and 
meat-forward foods, it is imperative that DMCs within those cities come 
up with similar vegetarian options that are both healthy and tasty. It 
may be a hurdle in the beginning, but it will pay off in the long run.

:: RESPECTING CULTURAL RITES
Even more important is understanding the destinations that may 
have different diets because of religious beliefs. It is up to the DMC 
to educate their meeting planner on the customs and beliefs of the 
host destination in order to best serve the visiting guests. Meanwhile, 
it is the meeting planner’s job to respect those customs and ensure 
that their guests have an authentic and enjoyable experience in that 
destination while respecting the beliefs of the host country. A meeting 
planner traveling with their group to Mumbai, India, for example, 
must have conversations with their Mumbai DMC beforehand in order 
to educate their guests on the culture, and the likelihood that beef 
would be omitted from all menus. Still, DMCs must be the driving 
force in inclusion and maintain that force through the coming years.
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